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Why recovery gets simpler, not more complex...
Positive means of recovering microscopic gold using mechanical means!  Standing waves, skin effect,

inertia, and most importantly specific gravity, are all used in the recovery of gold, platinum, scheelite, copper,
zinc oxide, and many other minerals from their ores.  Replaces:  centrifugal concentrators, flotation cells,
amalgamation, leaching, jigs, and a great deal more - Environmentally safer to use!

Headquarters:
315 E Railroad Ave. 
PO Box 807 
Plains, Montana 59859 USA

Phone: 406 826-9330 Order line: 800 624-1511
E-mail:   sales@actionmining.com  Website: www.actionmining.com

2024

Improve your
fine mineral
recovery!

Celebrating 45 years!

See it work!!!
 Wave Tables in action

…watch it ONLINE
www.actionmining.com

In today’s environmentally-conscious world, extreme attention is being paid to operations using 
“chemical means”, including mercury, or even non-hazardous chemicals in the recovery of 
precious metals. Worldwide companies earnestly keep their operations clean and safe, as today's 
miners are just as concerned about contamination as the general public.

Action Mining, many years ago, joined the ranks of concerned miners and mining compa-
nies referencing the use of chemical means to extract precious metals. We felt that
even the best concepts needed application, thus the Micron Mill Wave Table™ was
born. The mining industry can now eliminate worries regarding hazardous products or
waste material. Action Mining’s Wave Tables™ use only water, and possibly some 
biodegradable surfactant. Again, everything is environmentally safe, thus avoiding
"chemical permits", arguments with government agencies, hazardous waste disposal
costs, and most importantly, the headaches connected with chemical extraction of
gold, or other metals. (See inside for more information or call toll free 1-800-624-1511)

Nancy
Cross-Out
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How It Works:  The picture below  shows the wave theory of the
table. Separating by specific gravity, the sand forms in drifts directly under
the standing wave of water. Even light blond sand forms drifts, not
washing away. Due to the Standing Wave principle, the heaviest particles
remain through the low motion area of the Standing Wave. The wave itself
moves; the water directly beneath the wave tends to stand still. The further
from the top of the wave, the less motion is in the water. Thus, the heavier
the particle the deeper it will ride and the less motion it will see. The “Riffle
weir bar” attached to the top bar of the Riffle bar assists in dropping ‘float 

gold’ to the table surface, enabling a faster production run without fear of losing gold or other metals that normally would 
be lost on most tables.
In view of the fact that the table top moves back and forth, the micron particles of heavy material (gold, PGMs, scheelite, 
copper, zinc oxide, etc.) sink to the bottom under the wave. The finer particles (-600 mesh and smaller) drop into a Skin 
Effect area. That area is directly against the skin of the table top. The water in this area does not move with the flowing 
water but rather sits almost still. The motion of the table causes this “Skin Effect” water to move in the opposite direction of 
the flow. Thus the fine gold or mineral moves ‘up’ the table and falls into the concentrate trough. The gold and/or 
concentrates can then be washed automatically into a concentrate bucket or a security safe, or vacuumed off the table. 
Ore should be classified according to size for efficient results.

The Secret lies at the  Heart of the System:

Superior, top-of-the-line linear ball bearings: responsible for the precision back and forward
motion of the table top, preventing up and down vibration that causes gold or heaviest materials to
break loose and wash away. The bearings move back and forth on the 5/8” steel rods.
Highest Quality Fiberglass Top: vacuum-formed, sealed fiberglass top with a 1” thick base is built
to give several years of satisfactory results, conducive to not warping (store out of direct sunlight). The
finish blue color has been proven to be the best color contrast for gold viewing.

The Micron Mill Wave Table™ can be fed from an overhead tank, slurry fed by conveyor belts, or by pipe, 
depending on your setup requirements. Ask our design engineer for assistance.   

The Micron Mill Wave Table™ is beyond question a new development in the 
recovery of micron particles or minerals of all kinds. This table can be adjusted to 
separate virtually anything since it cleanly separates by specific gravity. Under most 
circumstances it will replace flotation cells as well as other concentrating tables. Our theory 
of operation and use differs quite widely from other concentration equipment. The inertia 
bump is in one direction and the flow of precious metals is in the opposite direction. The 
recovery of micron particles as small as 5 microns (approx. 10,000 mesh) is happening daily!

Our trailblazing Tables rank near the top in order of importance in the recovery of
precious metal particles. Until the present, there has been no mechanical method of
recovering particles of gold finer than 150 mesh (106 microns). The only workable methods
for micron gold particles smaller than 150 mesh have been leaching and flotation. Now,
recovery of finer particles can be accomplished without the environmental problems
associated with leaching and flotation. Notably, the cost factor of the Micron Mill Wave
Table™ recovery method is usually less than 1/10 the cost of leaching, flotation or
amalgamation.

Simple operation -
• adjustable water flow

• adjustable table top bump
• adjustable table tilt

Gold moves up the table
Light sand moves away

Light sands at top of picture, black sands
in middle, gold moving forward &

out of the black sands

M7 Model 1 tph
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The Tables must have all 4 legs bolted to a cement foundation and be level for best results, but may be mounted on a frame and weighted
down, as long as the table frames do not move or vibrate and the tops are level.

Alternate  Production Configuration
M7s in production series - final concentration 

on last M7 table

2 M10 feeding 4 M7s
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Micron Mill Wave Table - M7  1 tph model, head ore material

The M7 is great for all types of material!

• Finishing
• Production
• Sampling
• Testing

While having the capability of acting as a production table for a
smaller mill or pilot operation (concentrating approximately 1 ton of
simple quartz ore per hour), the M7 can be used as a Finish Table
producing a very high grade concentrate of precious metals. Gold will
separate efficiently and at a high percentage from black sands - which
is a statement unheard of in mechanical separation considering the
specific gravity of black sands and gold are so close in proximity!
This Table will separate them!

As a Production Table, the same table that is 
used for production can be used to clean the 
cons. The concentrates produced can be 
reloaded onto the table for the finish (cleanup) 
and can give almost pure gold or other metal 
when the water flow is properly adjusted.

As a Finish Table, the concentrates 
coming off of the Production Table can be run 
directly onto this table, offering a very efficient 
system for a mill operation.

The variable speed control to the Wave Table enables the user to fine tune the separation. 
Mounted directly on the table stand (or optional wall mount), the user can quickly adjust 
the separation of the material with precision. This is especially helpful in a lab 
environment where testing of different ore bodies is performed. Minute changes in the 
speed of the table top movement are easily made to determine the most efficient and cost 
effective rate of speed and material feed. Once calculations have been made, the control 
will hold the position.

M7/8/9 Wave Table comes with:
• Specially designed Feed Hopper that holds a 20 mesh screen (included) to easily classify small batches of 
material while running the table. (Other mesh sizes available.)
• Riffle bar with weir bar for elimination of float material, two water pipe spray bars.
• Built-in hydraulic jack lift (jack included) to easily and quickly adjust the height of the
concentrate end of the table.
• Risers so that you can adjust each concentrate end leg separately to level up the table
from side to side for better recovery!
• Double the number of linear bearings improving performance & extending bearing life
• Variable Speed Control for precise separation adjustments w/standard leg mount
• Quick setup sheet, M7 instruction manual, box of plumbing parts & online videos

Separation on the M7

39 years of success!

Experience the wonder of the 
Micron Mill Wave Tables™ 
Call 1.406.829.9330 to schedule your 
appointment! Receive a personal look 
at your own product run, in person or 

video & photos.

M7 palleted and ready for crate top

M7 table fed from overhead slurry tank
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600 - 2500 pounds of head ore material per hour,  Examples are approximate recovery  rates: 600 pph of copper/lead/zinc ore; 800 pph black sands; 
2000+ pph of simple quartz ore
Recovery of gold particles ranges between 10 mesh and microscopic
Recovery of gold from classified black sand ranges from 80% to 99%.
Recovery of gold from small batches of classified black sands ranges from 92% to 99%.
Water requirements are 5 to 12 GPM, with 2 adjustable water spray bars
1/2 HP, 50/60 cycle, 110/240 V at 600 watts, IP55 Class F
Variable Speed Control  120/240V, 50/60C, NEMA 4X, LED display
Steel frame construction is finished yellow with high corrosion-resistant baked-on, powder coat epoxy paint. Enclosed motor frame for safety.  
Features easy reach grease fittings.
Table top and hopper are constructed of fiberglass, gel-coated in finish blue (proven to be the best color for color contrast for gold)
Adjustable table top tilt & “bump”
Weight is 416 lbs, Dimensions are 61”L x 32” W x 39” H.  Crated weight 600 lbs; dimensional weight is 646 lbs.
Crated dimensions are 66”L x 39”W x 43”H (64.05 cu.ft.). Can be shipped by LTL truck or air/ocean freight.

Cat #TABLE-M7VS Base price $15,295.00 110V, 60C, IP55 Class F motor ($250 crating in U.S.)
Cat #TABLE-M8VS Base price $15,295.00 220V, 50C, IP55 Class F motor ($350 crating for international) 
Cat #TABLE-M9VS  Base price $15,295.00220V, 60C, IP55 Class F motor ($350 crating for international)

Accessories for M7/8/9  Wave Tables™
Service Parts Kits - (not shown) we’ve put together kits of wear parts.
M7/8/9 Kit Cat #M7SERVICEPARTS $690.00

Vacuum System - available for vacuuming gold concentrates off the table. If you are
doing many different runs, this vacuum system works simply and efficiently. Vacuum off the 
cons and smelt them or send to a refiner.
3 gallon size   Cat#TABLE-VACSYSTEM $ 120.00

“Mike, the two M7 Micron Wave tables™ that we are using have performed flawlessly for
about a year now. Due to the density of the feed and the continuous operation,  we had to
make a few very minor changes to the tables. One table is being used to recover metal values
that our other recovery processes missed. The other M7 is being used to clean up the mids
from a full size Diester table. Both tables have been  running  24 /7 since 1996 with no
breakdowns! The M7 tables are very efficient as far as low water consumption and are able to
recover metal in the range of 5 to 44 microns, something that our large tables have trouble doing.
The tables are very operator friendly and inexpensive to maintain. I enjoyed working with you and
the folks at Action Mining and look forward to doing so in the future.” Bill McCuskey, Asst.
Process Engineer, Kennametal Inc. , Nevada

“The M7 is an amazing piece of equipment. It does everything you said it would .. It now makes a lot of other
pieces of equipment obsolete and is going to change the way we (sample) the ground. We are seeing stuff that we
could not get with the pan. Even using the table to say yes/no as to if its worth sending any sample to the lab justifies
its use.”  Australia

“I ran the old type tables and they just frankly, didn’t inspire me. Your table does! Not only is the theory
fabulous...it makes the operator strive to get the BEST separation possible. So...not only do you have a successful
run...you feel damn good about it”   Cheryl C, Oregon

“Since I unpacked my table, I've run it for about 4 or 5 hours getting used to it. I am quite satisfied with the first
results and the first recovery tests are positive. I am certain already that your table is the right recovery system that I
was looking for and this equipment will be very useful in my gold room. As you probably remember, I need your table for
daily "clean ups" of about 350 lbs of cons coming from my concentrator. The separation is effective and rapid, quite
surprising I must say.”  French Guyana

Testim
onials

Micron Mill Wave Table         Model M7/8/9 specs:
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All tests must be accompanied by a check, money order, or credit card number with expiration date. Ore samples cannot be 
processed without advance payment. Upon receipt of ore and payment, we will expedite your sample testing.

Table lab is seasonal, please call for availability

Micron Mill Wave Table Testing - We run your pulverized ore, estimating the gold present with a report. Concentrates 
will be returned and tails can be returned, if requested. Maximum 20 lbs. 

Cat#TEST-TABLE Price $88.00 + $1.00/lb.

Grinding / Impact mill wet only - We pulverized ore sample prior to running table test, maximum 20 lbs
Cat#TEST-TABLE Price $55.00 + $1.00/lb. 

All lab services are by appointment.

PLEASE Call 406 826-9330 PRIOR to sending in samples.

Broad Spectrum ICP-AES -(a) 33 elements, suitable for trace metals in soil and rock samples by nitric-aqua regia
digestion. The technique involves dissolving the ORE sample in aqua regia and analyzing the liquid by vaporizing
it in the very hot "flame" of an argon Induced Coupled Plasma. Cat#TEST-ICP34...................$145.00

(b) 33 elements plus gold, platinum, palladium. To ensure an accurate reading for the precious metal analyses, a
fire assay is done and the bead is then dissolved in aqua regia and read by the ICP. The balance of the sample is
dissolved and processed as in (a) above. For ore samples Cat #TEST-ICP...............................$199.00

For concentrates Cat #TEST-ICPCons....................$245.00

Rare Earth Element - REE has the major advantage of being suitable for low grade samples. All analyses include 
chondrite plots. The ICP is run after fusing the sample with metaborate. It provides the best overall detection limits of 
33 elements. Cat #TEST-REE $164.00

IN-HOUSE Table Testing Services

LABORATORY PRICE LIST

A special formula developed by Action Mining to help break the surface tension of water and
break down clay in your ore.  Makes tabling, amalgamating and leaching easier with less loss of
precious metals. Concentrated! Use 1 cup to 1 gallon for 350 gallons of water (strength
depends on amount of clay). Formula available, call for details.

 5 gallon Cat#SURFACTANT5GAL   $285.00

AMS Surfactant 

 1 liter Cat#SURFACTANT $35.00
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Basic Fire Assay Instructions
1. Be sure that your ore is a representative sample of your ore vein.  Take chips and rocks from the entire surface
of the vein and drill the vein if possible.
2. Pulverize the ore into a powder (80 mesh or finer) and stir the powdered ore thoroughly.
3. Measure out 29.16 grams of ore (this is an Assay Ton).
4. Mix 90 grams (3 ounces) of the proper assay formula with the ore and place into a 30 gram crucible. (See page
13 for instructions concerning the proper assay formula and page 14 for a picture of a crucible).
5. Furnace crucible at 1850°-2000°F for 45 minutes to 1½ hours (The crucible must remain in the furnace for at
least 45 minutes after the furnace reaches temperature - until it is done & quits smoking).
6. Using tongs remove the crucible from the furnace and pour its entire contents into a pouring mold. (See page
12 for a picture of tongs and page 20 for a picture of a pouring mold).
7. When the slag in the pouring mold has cooled, there will be a lead button at the bottom of the slag.  Break this
loose from the slag.
8. Pound the lead button with a hammer until the slag is broken off.  Most assayers pound the lead button into a
cube.  A small amount of slag will adhere to the lead as powder.  This will give no trouble.
9. Place the lead on a cupel (See page 14 for picture) and place the cupel into the furnace at 1750°F. until the
lead has all been absorbed into the cupel or volatilized into the air, leaving the gold and silver as a small bead in
the cupel.
10. Weigh the bead, or measure its size. (See page 17 for picture of a balance; or if you measure the bead, (See
page 16 for a picture of a comparator and a chart to determine the weight from the size of the bead.)  NOTE: For
each milligram your bead weighs, there is 1 ounce of gold and silver in your ore.  But remember at this point the
bead is gold and silver so you must go on to step 11 before you will know the exact gold (and silver) content.
11. You must now determine how much gold and silver is in the bead.  If there is any slight yellow coloring in
the bead, it is at least 77% gold.  Dark yellow indicates up to 99% gold.  If the bead is silver color then it should
be dropped into (25% nitric + 75% distilled water) warm nitric solution. (See page 16 for details on determining
the gold and silver content of the assay beads.

WARNING: Assay lead fumes are poisonous.  An assay furnace must not be used indoors
unless under a ventilated metal hood.

NOTE: Wear gloves and goggles when doing assays.
Goggles or face shield must be worn at all times.  Hot slag can spatter.

Always add ACID TO WATER, not water to acid!

Please refer to any of our books or our video on assaying for complete instructions!
Pplease read
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WARNING: Assay lead fumes are poisonous. Assay Furnaces must not be used indoors-unless under a
ventilated  hood.

Advanced Fire Assay Kit Cat #ASSAYKITPROF
Price $9,995.00(crating $98.00)         

 Kit with 11” Laboratory Impact Mill 
Cat #ASSAYKITPROF+IMP 
Price $11,765.00   (crating $118.00)      

The Advanced Fire Assay Kit offers 
additional equipment and supplies to 
the Beginners Fire Assay Kit, 
including the Automatic Temperature 
Control for the Furnace. The 
Analytical Balance is an easy-to-read 
digital unit.  An excellent laboratory 
setup for any operation striving 
towards professional results. 

(You may substitute the #9 furnace with a larger one for the difference in the price.)
    Flux restrictions - Ask which ones we can ship to your location. 

KIT EQUIPMENT/SUPPLIES

5 Roasting Dishes
3 Fire Bricks
100 Assay Report Ceramic 
Crayon
Lead wool 1 lb
Lead test 1 lb
40 lbs. Standard Ore Flux 
10 lbs. Sulfide Ore Flux 
25 lbs Gold/Silver Flux 
Tweezers
Video & Fire Assay Home Study  
Course

Assay furnace 9”x10”x6.5”
Auto Temp. Control
30 gm 64 Crucibles
100 Cupels, 1.5” mgo
Weighing boats, 3x3  lot of 25
Assay Gloves, cuff length
1 lb. Gold Ore  
Analytical Balance  
Complete Set of Weights  
Wash Bottle, 250 ml 
Evaporating Dish 3"
Assay Manual 
Pouring Mold 6 depression
Furnace Tongs  
Assay Gram Scale - NEW  (not shown) 
Mortar & Pestle, 3” cast iron;   
Mortar & Pestle, 3” ceramic, Face Shield

See back cover 
for info on 

Beginner's Fire 
Assay Kit

Due to continuing improvements, actual 
product may differ slightly from photo.
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Propane Furnaces Completely portable, lightweight and fast, melts gold in
15 minutes. The design eliminates blowers and regulators, only requirement a propane 
tank. Fuel is controlled by the valve on the fuel tank. Dual injection (DI) and Triple 
injection (TI) models heat up faster and hotter.
Furnace, #5   Cat #FURNACE5              $529.00*   6.5”x8”ID  2500°F 

Furnace, #6DI  Cat #FURNACE6DI             $829.00*    8.5”x9”ID  2700°F 

Furnace, #10TI  Cat #FURNACE10TI   $1169.00*   10”x12”ID  2750°F

* plus crating charge $35.00

Tilt and Pour Furnace
A bench top electric Tilt and Pour using a #16 heavy wall graphite crucible with spout. 
Perfect for smaller smelting jobs. With automatic temperature control for precise heat and 
braking winch and safe pouring.  Larger sizes available.
Cat #FURNACETILT16  $5,575.00  crating $115.00

Electric Furnaces & Parts
These furnaces have 4” thick side walls, floors, and ceilings. The frame is built of sturdy
angle iron, and the outside is stainless steel. Plain and simple to rebuild the insides, also
replace elements. Inserting crucibles or cupels is done easily, without heavy heat loss...

These are some of the reasons we’ve been selling this furnace, almost
exclusively, for the past 25 years. The temperature rating is 2300° F.
continuous operation, which means you will have a little extra margin for
those unusual experiments. We have seen some of these furnaces that have
lasted for many years. The extra thick walls make this furnace very energy
efficient. Our belief is that you can not find a better built electric furnace for
assay purposes at any price. All models are now furnished with a digital
temperature control. With a little practice the operator can set the control to
maintain any given temperature.  Temperature is maintained within 2° using
the Automatic Control.

OTHER
SIZES

AVAILABLE!

ID W  D  H  MODEL#   CAT#  PRICE  CRATING

9” 10” 6.5” 120V 9 FURNACE9 $2,195.00 $70.00

12” 12” 6.5” 120V 12 FURNACE12 $2,239.00 $85.00

12” 12” 8” 240V 13 FURNACE13 $2,393.00 $85.00

16” 11” 11” 240V 16 FURNACE16 $2,999.00 $98.00

16” 16” 15.5” 240V 30 FURNACE30 $4,688.00 $105.00

Model 9 
shown

Prices good through February 2024 9
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Digital Temperature Controller Keeps furnace at an
even temperature within 1% of the degree YOU set it on.
Cat #TEMPCONTROL   Price $595.00

Rebuild Kits
Sooner or later it is necessary to rebuild the entire inside of your furnace,

from top to bottom. These kits now include all the bricks (grooved and cut), top plate, bottom plate, door bricks,
elements and thermocouple unit.
Description  Cat # Price
For Cat #FURNACE9    FURNACEREB9 $684.00
For Cat #FURNACE12  FURNACEREB12 $778.00
For Cat #FURNACE13  FURNACEREB13 $898.00
For Cat #FURNACE16  FURNACEREB16  $1,407.00
For Cat #FURNACE30  FURNACEREB30  $1,719.00

Pyrometric Cones
Cone bends at the known temperature.  Place the appropriate cone in your furnace. When the cone bends, you
know you're at the temperature you want.

Cat #   Price
#06 1830°F 5 for PYROCONES06-5  $3.50

Box/50 PYROCONES06 $21.00
#05 1915°F 5 for PYROCONES05-5  $3.50

Box/50 PYROCONES05 $21.00
#04 1940°F 5 for PYROCONES04-5  $3.50

Box/50 PYROCONES04 $21.00
#03 2014°F 5 for PYROCONES03-5  $3.50

Box/50 PYROCONES03 $21.00
Plaques - 4 hole Cat#PYROPLAQUE4  $1.75

Furnace Cement7

This cement will quickly repair all pits and breaks. It is also used on furnace floors in the powdered form. 
In this case, spills can just be raked out and new powder sprinkled on. In case of pits, just mix with a little 
water.

Castable Cement 2500°F (powder form) for making a furnace or repairing large patches.
   1# Cat#CEMENTCAST1  $8.00
   7# 
 55# 

Cat#CEMENTCAST7  $45.00 
Cat#CEMENTCAST55    $107.00

Furnace Blanket Insulation
Insulation liner 24” wide, 1” thick, 8 lb density. Sold by the square foot, minimum 2sq ft (2’ x 1’).

Cat#FURNACEBLANKET    $7.95/SQ FT.

www.actionmining.com 10
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Furnace Floors
These ceramic plates (when placed on the floor of your furnace) are impervious to 
assay spills and reduce the necessity of replacing the bricks.

Description    Cat#  Price

8”x 8”x 1/2" 
10"x 10"x 1/2" 
15"x16"x 5/8" 

Heating Element for Furnaces
The heating elements last according to the amount of use and 
types of assays done - roasting sulfide ores in your furnace can 
reduce the life of your heating element to only a few hours. 

Heating element 220V 
Heating element 120V 
single-hole insulators

Cat#HEATINGEL220  
Cat#HEATINGEL110    
Cat#INSULATOR1HOL 

Price $92.00 
Price   $54.00 
Price   $1.25 each

Fire Bricks
Our fire bricks are rated to 2300° F. These bricks are very light and when white hot on the inside, they can still be 
touched on the outside.  They can be used to build furnaces, hold white hot materials, and replace bricks in old 
furnaces, or just set hot things on.  They are soft enough to cut with a hack saw. 2.5”x4.5”x9
Cat#FIREBRICK  Price $  12.50

Thermocouple Cat#THERMOCOUPLEAMS   $38.00

Cat#INSULATOR2HOL  .752-hole insulators

Thermo yellow wire Cat#THERMOWIRE  7.00/3 ft.

Tongs
Vertical lift tong / one size
Cat #TONGS5  $157.00

18” general scissor tong for cupels and 
assay crucibles
Cat #TONGSFUR
$ 22.00

18” scissor cupel tongs 
Cat#TONGSCUPEL   $27.00

36” heavy duty horizontal lift tong, scissor handle for 
secure grip / one size Cat #TONGSCRU $157.00

FURNFLOOR8X8  $29.00 
FURNFLOOR10X10 $32.00   
FURNFLOOR15X16  $69.00 

A

Switches

110Volt  $35.00
220Volt 

Cat#SWITCH110 
Cat#SWITCH220  $35.00

B
D

A

B

D

C

C
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Pre-Mixed Flux
Formulations
There are new restrictions on pre-
mixed fluxes. Most contain litharge
as a collector and can only be
shipped within the US and
Canada. We now have non-

hazardous International Fluxes available. Ask for details.
         Standard Ores  Flux
This is the most often used Assay Flux formula -contains 
lead for a collector. Just add this flux to any standard type 
ore and fire in any fire furnace. A 25 gram lead button will 
be produced with most standard ores. If the lead button is 
smaller than 20 grams one should redo the assay and add 
5 grams of whole wheat flour (standard food flour). Use 3 
times as much flux formula as ore. Guaranteed silver-free. 
International flux contains NO litharge - lead must be 
obtained locally.

Sulfide Ores  Flux
This formula will produce all of the free gold, silver, and

this flux. Bend the nails in a U-shape in order for them to
sit completely into the flux and drop them into the crucible. The iron will unite with the sulfur and other impurities and reduce the 
litharge to lead. Always check to see if some
portion of the nails are still present when you finish the

 Gold Chlorides  Flux
Specially formulated for ores suspected to have gold
chlorides present to keep it from vaporizing.

Gold/Silver Bullion Smelting Flux
For material containing 70+% gold or silver content  to  get
it clean. To put your gold or silver into the shapes or forms
you wish, just mix equal parts flux with your gold or silver
powder, heat in a crucible, pour hot flux mixture into your
mold and break off slag when cooled. It comes off nice and
clean.

 International Au/Ag Smelting Flux
Non-hazardous flux for gold/silver material containing
70+% Au or Ag content.

Silver Chloride Smelting Flux
Specially formulated for smelting silver chloride. If you don't
use a special flux, you will lose a lot of your silver as it will
go into the flux and air.

Platinum Group Metals  Flux
Formulated to pull & hold onto the PGMs for improved
smelting recovery. Now available for Sulfides! Please
specify if you have sulfides in your ore!

Standard Flux Cat # Price

10 lbs * FLUXSTD10 $88.00

40 lbs pail ** FLUXSTD40 $328.00

160 lbs rate ** FLUXSTD160 N/A 

Sulfide Ore Flux Cat # Price

10 lbs * FLUXSUL10 $78.00

40 lbs pail ** FLUXSUL40 $294.00

160 lbs rate ** FLUXSUL160 N/A

Gold/Silver Cat # Price
assay. If all the nails are gone, you didn't use enough nails Bullion Flux so you must redo the assay using more nails. Use 3 times
as much formula as ore. Silver-free. 6 lbs * FLUXGOLD6 $55.00

25 lbs pail * FLUXGOLD25 $189.00

Platinum Group Met-
als Flux Cat# Price
10 lbs * FLUXPGM10 $85.00
40 lbs ** FLUXPGM40 $280.00

Gold Chloride
Flux

Cat# Price
platinum in sulfide ores.  This is important - one must
use four 8 penny nails with each assay in addition to 10 lbs * FLUXGOLDCL1 $98.00

Silver Chloride
Flux

Cat# Price

6 lbs. FLUXSILCHLOR8 $42.00

** Ships by truck as hazardous

International
Gold/Silver
Smelting Flux

Cat # Price

6 lbs FLUXGOLDSMELTI
NG6

$55.00

25 lbs pail FLUXGOLDSMELTI
NG25

$189.00

www.actionmining.com Prices good through February 2024 
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The Science of Cupelling
Cupelling is a part of assaying, however it can also be used at any time to prove or disprove
precious metals.  In other words, cupelling can be used as a mini-assay.  If you have anything in
which you believe might be gold, silver or platinum, it is simple to) grind a small amount of your
substance, mix it with some powdered lead or wrap some lead wool around it, put it in a cupel
and place it in the furnace.  In about 40 minutes you will have a bead of precious metals or no
bead as the case may be.  This has been an absolute test of gold, silver, and platinum for over
2000 years.
The heated lead oxidizes creating hot litharge, a liquid that destroys all minerals except the
precious metals.  Everything is destroyed and dissolved and the precious metals are drawn into

the lead.  The cupel acts as a blotter for the litharge and soon all of the lead has oxidized leaving only the precious metals as a bead
on the center of the cupel.

Bone Ash Cupels  Magnesite (MgO) Cupels

Clay Crucibles

A professional assayer uses a clay crucible one time, but
in a private lab most crucibles can be re-used a few times
(even the one-shot ones).  If you use a crucible more than
once, be sure that the next assay will not be contaminated
with gold from the first assay.  To be sure of this, do not
use a crucible that had a high assay or even one that had
an assay near what you are looking for in the next assay.
If you find assay flux is dissolving part of your crucible,
preventing you from reusing it, add 1/2 spoonful of  silica to
your assay flux, This will prevent  the assay formula from
attacking the silica in the crucible. 30 gram crucibles are
the standard assay size.  They  are rated at 1950°F but we
have used these crucibles up to 2300°F.

* truck

Description Quantity Cat # Price

1.5” EACH CUPELS1.5BA $3.00

LOT OF 20 CUPELS1.5BA20 $38.00

BOX OF 100 CUPELS1.5BA100 $135.00

1.75” EACH CUPELS1.75BA $3.25

LOT OF 20 CUPELS1.75BA20 $48.00

BOX OF 100 CUPELS1.75BA100 $185.00

2” EACH CUPELS2BA $4.00

LOT OF 20 CUPELS2BA15 $56.00

BOX OF 100 CUPELS2BA100 $254.00

2.5” EACH CUPELS2.5BA $5.30

LOT OF 14 CUPELS2.5BA14 $57.80

BOX OF 80* CUPELS2.5BA80 $195.30 

Absorbs 50g of
lead!

Absorbs 30g
of lead!

Absorbs 170g
of lead

NEW

Absorbs 85g of
lead!

Description-OD Quantity Cat # Price

15 gram EACH CRUCIBLE15G $4.25

3 13/16”h x 2 13/16”w
(Multi-run)

LOT OF 16 CRUCIBLE15G16 $55.00

BOX OF 64 * CRUCIBLE15G64 $160.00

30 gram EACH CRUCIBLE30G $5.95

4 1/8”h x 3 5/8”w
(One shot)

LOT OF 16 CRUCIBLE30G16 $78.00

BOX OF 64 * CRUCIBLE30G64 $213.00
(Multi-run) FULL BOX ONLY ** CRUCIBLE364-DFC $256.00

40 gram  EACH CRUCIBLE40G $6.40

5 3/8”h x 3½”w
(One shot)

LOT OF 16 CRUCIBLE40G16 $89.00

BOX OF 48 * CRUCIBLE40G48 $198.00

(Multi-run) FULL BOX ONLY ** CRUCIBLE40G48-DFC $249.00

50 gram EACH CRUCIBLE50G $7.25

(One shot)

LOT OF 16 CRUCIBLE50G16 $98.00
BOX OF 48 * CRUCIBLE50G48 $226.00

(Multi-run) FULL BOX ONLY** CRUCIBLE50G48NS $262.00
5 ASSAY TON EACH CRUCIBLE5AT $19.95 

LOT OF 12 CRUCIBLE5AT12 $210.00 
(Multi-run) BOX OF 24 * CRUCIBLE5AT24 $359.00 

Description Quantity Cat # Price

1.5” EACH CUPELS1.5MGO $1.50

$25.30

$97.75

LOT OF 20 CUPELS1.5MGO20

BOX OF 100 CUPELS1.5MGO100 

BOX OF 300 CUPELS1.5MGO300 $181.00

1.75” EACH CUPELS1.75MGO $1.65

BOX OF 20 CUPELS1.75MGO20 $29.00
LOT OF 100 CUPELS1.75MGO96 $98.50
BOX OF 200 CUPELS1.75MGO180 $178.00

2” EACH CUPELS2MGO $2.82

LOT OF 20 CUPELS2MGO20 $52.90
BOX OF 160 CUPELS2MGO108 $178.25

2.25” EACH CUPELS2.25MGO $4.85

LOT OF 14 CUPELS2.25MGO14 $59.00
BOX OF 84* CUPELS2.25MGO84 $228.00

Absorbs 50g
of lead!

Absorbs 69g
of lead!

Absorbs 85g
of lead!

Absorbs 150g
of lead

Shipped by UPS at buyer’s risk.
UPS will not guarante

Some sizes can only be sent by
truck. Inquire when ordering.

*ship by LTL truck only

*LTL truck / **special order only
OOS=out of stock

MgO (magnesium oxide) CupelsBone Ash Cupels 
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6 3/8”h x 3 5/8”w

5 3/4”h x4 5/8”w



Crucible Cover, for 30 or 40 gram crucible to protect your furnace from fumes and ‘spitting’
CRUCIBLECOVER        Price $11.00

Graphite & Silica Carbide Crucibles

  $48.00
These are smelting crucibles which can be reused many  times 
# 0 Graphite   ---------------------------------  CRUCIBLEGRAF0       

OD-2 7/8"(H) x 2 1/2" (Wide at mouth)
# 2 Graphite   --------------------------------- CRUCIBLEGRAF2   $54.25

OD-4 1/2" (H) x 3 3/4" (Wide at mouth)
# 4  Graphite  -----------------------------------  CRUCIBLEGRAF4   $82.00
# 4 Silica Carbide* ------------------- CRUCIBLESIL4        

OD-5 3/4” (H) x 4 1/2” (Wide at mouth)
# 6 Graphite   -----------------------------------  CRUCIBLEGRAF6   $84.00

OD-6 3/4” (h) x 5 1/4” (Wide at mouth-lip)
# 6 Silica Carbide* -------------------- CRUCIBLESIL6  

OD-6 1/2” (h) x 5 1/2” (Wide at mouth-no lip)
# 8  Graphite  -------------------------------- CRUCIBLEGRAF8   $118.00 
# 8 Silica Carbide* -------------------------- CRUCIBLESIL8   

OD-7 1/4” (H) x 6 1/2” (Wide at mouth)
#10 Graphite   --------------------------–   CRUCIBLEGRAF10 $189.00 
# 16 Graphite    ---------------------------------CRUCIBLEGRAF16    $219.00

OD-9”(H) X 8” (Wide at mouth)
# 16 Silica Carbide* --------------------- CRUCIBLESIL16

OD-9 3/4” (H) x 8” (Wide at mouth)
*Silica Carbide are special order items.  Other sizes available - call for pricing.

Scorification Assay    One usually works with 1/10th Assay Ton (2.9 grams) when doing scorification assays.  It is a cheap and
quick assay, but it is also less accurate than the standard fire assay.  Nevertheless many assayers use scorification often.  It can also be used
in conjunction with a standard assay to increase the accuracy.  Our Assay Manual gives complete details; however, the instructions below are
complete enough for scorification assays.
1) Measure 2.9 grams of ore.
2) Use approximately 30 grams of lead.
3) Place the ore and the lead in a Scorification (Roasting) Dish.
4) Place in a furnace at 1800° F.
5) The ore will float on the molten lead.  Some of the lead will

turn to lead oxide and saturate the ore.
6) Ore slag will form a crust around the edge of the lead pool.
7) Finally the slag will close over the lead pool.  It is now time to pour the entire contents of the dish into a Pouring Mold.
8) Wait until the slag has cooled; then break the slag off the lead button and pound the lead into a cube to remove the remaining slag.
9) Cupel the lead button.

Scorification & Roasting Dishes
These Roasting & Scorification Dishes are cast of fire clay materials and will stand the
full heat of your furnace.  They are used for scorification assays as well as roasting.

Description Quantity Cat  Price

3" Dish Each ROASTING3   $7.00 
Lot/ 10 ROASTING310 $65.00 
Lot/ 25 ROASTING325  $145.00 
Box/90 ROASTING390  $454.00

Roasting Dish, 6" Rd    ROASTING5 $19.50
Roasting Dish, 8" Rd ROASTING8 $22.90
Roasting Dish, 10" Rd ROASTING10  $34.00

Other sizes available!

Email for current catalog,
prices or if  you have ques-
tions, we’ll be glad to help!
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Assay Beads, Parting of
Porcelain Evaporating Dish
Used for parting and drying, impervious to acids and can be used on a hot plate. 
3”                 Cat # EVAPDISH3              Price $22.00

Porcelain Crucible
We use these easy-to-handle cups for small beads.

15 ML Cat # PORCELAIN15 Price $6.80
30 ML Cat # PORCELAIN30 Price $11.50
60 ML Cat # PORCELAIN60 Price $18.80

The Parting and Drying Dish is a necessary part of the assay. The gold bead from the cupel is placed in the dish along with nitric
acid and water.  Use distilled water only, 2 parts water to 1 part acid.  Heat on a hot plate or over an alcohol flame.  Heat long enough to
permit fumes to rise from the acid.  If the bead begins to bubble and react, allow the action to continue until there is more action.  If the bead
simply discolors after the first fumes, add enough water to cool the acid and stop any further action.  Compare the color of the bead to the
color chart below to determine gold content.

If the bead bubbled, when the bubbling stops, pour off the diluted acid carefully and add distilled water and pour off several times.
Finally drain the water off and dry over heat.  The black residue left is the gold (99% pure). It will turn gold color when annealed at 1000°F
for 3 minutes.  This gold is carefully removed from the parting dish and weighed.
If the bead did not bubble and you wish for a more accurate indication than the color chart, then the answer is to inquart with silver, Just add
4 times as much silver by weight as there is gold in the bead to the bead with about 10 times as much lead and re-cupel.  The silver will alloy
with gold and allow the nitric to dissolve the silver leaving the gold.  Be sure to weigh the bead before adding the silver, then when you have

weighed the gold you will know how much silver actually came
out of the assay.

Comparator 7X
This high quality Japanese 7X comparator is used for
measuring the size of assay beads or other small object.
There are graduations every .002” making it easy to get
the exact size of the bead weight using the chart below.  This is an inexpensive method
of determining weights of small spherical objects

Cat #COMPARATOR7X 
Price $ 124.00
Comparator 40X
Back on the market! Pencil style 
for measuring your beads. 
Available in inches only.

Scale:  .001 inches

Cat#
COMPARATOR40X

 Price    $ 61.00

Determine approximate weight
of Assay Beads by

comparator measurement

Bead
size

100%
Gold

50%
Gold

100%
Silver

0.005” .02 mg .015 mg .01 mg

0.008” .076 mg .056 mg .038 mg

0.010” .152 mg .12 mg .087 mg

0.012” .26 mg .20 mg .145 mg

0.015” .50 mg .395 mg .288 mg

0.017” .73 mg .58 mg .42 mg

0.018” .87 mg .69 mg .49 mg

0.020” 1.45 mg 1.13 mg .68 mg

0.023” 1.77 mg 1.40 mg 1.09 mg

0.025” 2.26 mg 1.79 mg 1.30 mg

0.027” 2.79 mg 2.24 mg 1.64 mg

0.030” 3.79 mg 3.05 mg 2.24 mg

0.033” 4.69 mg 3.99 mg 2.95 mg

0.035” 5.89 mg 4.76 mg 3.52 mg

0.040” 8.4 mg 6.91 mg 5.18 mg

0.045” 11.62 mg 9.63 mg 7.24 mg

0.050” 15.52 mg 12.96 mg 9.89 mg

0.060” 24.99 mg 21.60 mg 16.57 mg

Content of Gold in Assay Beads
If the bead doesn’t bubble after being dropped into
nitric, then silver isn’t being dissolved. Use this color
chart to determine gold content or inquart:

Yellow ....................... 65 to 77% gold
Bright bronze............... 50 to 65% gold
Dark Bronze................. 45 to 55% gold
Brown......................... . 35 to 50% gold
Black shiny................... 25 to 35% gold
Black dull..................... 10 to 25% gold
Black crumbly................   0 to 10% gold

When taken from the Cupel:

Dark yellow............................92 to 100% gold
Bright yellow............................85 to 92% gold
Slight yellow (greenish)...........77 to 84% gold

Silver assay beads are often partly gold. They
should be dropped into a nitric acid solution.
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Assay Scales
An excellent pocket-sized (picture enlarged to show de-
tail) digital scale with readability of 0.01 grams at 100
grams. Capacity 500 grams with readability of 0.1 gram.
Reads in gm, oz, ozt, dwt, ct, gn.  Very accurate at 100
grams and easy to calibrate at 50 grams with the weight
set featured on the next page.  This amazing easy-to-use
scale is now included with our Assay Kits, replacing the
counter-balance Assay Scale.  You’ll love it!
Cat#SCALEASSAY  Price $ 66.95

Triple Beam (with tare) OHAUS
Capacity 2610 grams, readability 0.1g. Platform dimension 6”.
Built-in magnetic dampening. Spring-loaded zero adjustment knob.
Cat #TRIPLEBEAM    $454.00  Optional mass set $113.00 

Dial-O-Gram Beam Balance
Direct reading dial and vernier adjustment knob at left end of beam.  Includes stainless 
steel pan with handle & 2 pouring spouts.  Capacity: 3 10g; Sensitivity: .01 g; Beam 
calibration s: front 100x 10g & rear 200x 100g;
Dial calibration: 10g x.01g; Vernier readout: to .01g
Cat # SCALEDIAL  $510.00

Due to continuing improvements, actual product 
may differ slightly from photo.

Scales & Balances
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Analytical Balance, Mettler-Toledo ML-T series

This classic entry level unit is ideal for your basic weighing applications (0.1 mg). 
Easy operation. Weighing modes include grams, milligrams, ounces, pennyweight 
and more! Standard features include: stainless steel pan, stability levels, filters, 
stability indicator, tare, and factory reset option. Draft shield included and adaptor 
for 110/120v.

ML104T  120 g capacity $5,889.00
Dims  184×290×331 mm 
Linearity 0.2 mg  
Pan size  Ø 90 mm
Readability  0.1 mg  (.0001 g)
Stabilization time 2 s
RS232C, USB (Host and Device)
Voltage  100–240V, ±10%, 50/60 Hz, 0.3 A



Stainless Steel Milligram Weight Set 1 mg to 100 g

A 21 piece stainless steel weight set. The oak storage box is double hinged with a clasp and a pair of forceps are 
included. OIML, Class M2 calibration weight. Class M2 calibration weights are for general laboratory, technical and 
educational use.

Cat #WEIGHTSET  Price $133.50

Weight Set, Economy
Set is OIML, Class M2 (same as above set) but smallest mg weight is 10 mg  Set includes mg
weights (10 to 500 mg weights) and grams weights (1 to 50 gm weights). Includes plastic
tweezers.
Cat #WEIGHTSETECON  Price $51.75

Weight Set, Milligram
This set of calibration weights will make up any weight from 1 milligram to 1 gram.  Includes tweezers.  It is generally
used with an Analytical Balance  or calibrating a very sensitive scale.
Cat #WEIGHTSETMG  Price $98.00

Weighing Boats
Extremely lightweight plastic boats for holding chemicals while weighing them out.

3"x3" Each  Cat #WEIGHBOAT3 $     .50 
Lot/25 Cat #WEIGHINGBOAT325 $  8.50

5"x5" Each  Cat #WEIGHINGBOAT5 $     .60
Lot/25 Cat #WEIGHINGBOAT525 $12.00

Remember,
there are many other scales available - we have
picked out the most versatile for lab work ! Just

call or email us with your measuring requirements
if you are looking for something more specific!
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Assay Report Forms
If you do assays for anyone else, you will want to have an official assay form. 
If you do assays for yourself, you should always keep records.
You may not think the data important now, but often you need it
for reference. 100 forms Cat #ASSAYREP  Price $8.95

Ceramic Crayon
This crayon will mark crucibles and other items that reach high
temperatures.  The heat has no effect on the markings. Cat #CRAYON 
Price $ 7.00 

Stir Bars, Magnetic
Size   Cat #   Price
1"x5/16"   STIRBAR1.16   15.99
1"x3/8"   STIRBAR1.8   16.15
1 1/2'x5/16" STIRBAR1.5   16.90
2" x 3/8"    STIRBAR2   19.78
3" x 1/2"    STIRBAR3   33.00

Mortar & Pestle, Cast Iron
These mortars are useful for pulverizing ore as well as breaking rocks. The 3" size
can be used to break 2" rocks and the 4" size can be used to break 3" rocks.  Use
these mortars to break the rocks into smaller pieces before pulverizing in the ore
pulverizers listed.

3" mouth 
4" mouth 
1 quart 

Cat#MORTARCI3 Price $  51.00 
Cat#MORTARCI4 Price $ 62.00 
Cat#MORTARQT Price $132.00

Mortar & Pestle, Ceramic
Ceramic mortars are used for extra fine grinding.  When grinding ore very free, it is possible to
cause minute particles of gold to adhere together thus making larger particles.  Sometimes, after
grinding, gold can be seen in an ore when it could not be seen before grinding.
3" mouth Cat#MORTARCER3 Price $ 68.00

Pouring Mold
Made of cast iron.  Our design-30 years old.  When the assay crucible is 
removed from the furnace the molten slag and ore is poured into this mold. 
The molten lead button immediately goes to the bottom.  When the slag has 
cooled merely break off the lead, beat it clean of slag and cupel.
Cat #POURMOLD6    $ 62.00   6 depression for std assay
Cat #POURMOLD1     169.00    for large pours (7“Hx7”ID)

Mold Release for cast iron molds
Teflon dry film   Cat #MOLDRELEASE    Price $38.00

Misc. Supplies
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Molds, Gold and Silver & Large Smelts
Cast iron mold for pouring ingots.  Other sizes available

Gold 1 toz to 5 toz     
Silver 5 toz to 10 toz 

Cat #INGOTMOLDAU1-5   $ 49.50 
Cat#INGOTMOLDAG5-10  $54.00

Gold 5 toz to 10 toz  Cat#INGOTMOLDAU5-10     $54.25 
Gold 50toz  Cat #INGOTMOLDAU50        $87.00

Graphite molds for very clean, smooth pours.
20oz. Gold (.625x1.25x2.5) Cat #GRAPHITEMOLD20   $75.00

  50 oz Gold (1 1/8x2 3/8x4 7/8) Cat #GRAPHITEMOLD50   $126.00

Ore Pulverizer, hand operated
This pulverizer will handle any hard rock ores broken down to 
1/2" or smaller,
and works best with 1/4" ore.  This unit will pulverize enough 
ore for an assay in 3 minutes.  It takes several passes to 
reach -30 mesh size, but it can be done.
Cat # PULVERIZER               Price $ 65.00
Ore Pulverizer, adapted for drill
Forget the tedious hand cranking! The same pulverizer has 
been adapted with a gear chuck and heavy steel frame for 
use with 1/2" drill as a power source.  For Lab use only; not 
for production.  Pulverizer, with Frame, without Drill

Cat # PULVERIZERFRAM  Price $157.00

 Screen cloth, Stainless Steel
We carry many different sizes of stainless steel screen so that you can make your own mesh pans.  Other sizes

available. Minimum 3 sq ft per mesh size. Volume discounts on 12 sq ft + (mixed sizes ok)
Size  Cat       Price/Sq. Ft.     Size   Cat #   Price/Sq. Ft.

6 mesh SCREEN6 18.00 60 mesh    SCREEN60 16.23
10 mesh SCREEN10 12.50 80 mesh   SCREEN80   18.60
12 mesh SCREEN12 12.50 100mesh   SCREEN100   19.63
16 mesh SCREEN16 16.25 150mesh   SCREEN150   21.63
20 mesh SCREEN20 13.00 200mesh   SCREEN200   27.67
30 mesh SCREEN30 16.00 250mesh   SCREEN250   27.67
40 mesh SCREEN40 16.00 325mesh   SCREEN325   32.80
50 mesh SCREEN50 17.40 400mesh   SCREEN400   45.10

Screen Pans
It is important to classify your ore when testing to determine the ore mesh size that will give you
the best gold and silver recovery in production.  It is best to classify when doing assays, tabling,
spiral wheeling, whatever.  All of our mesh screen pans are made of stainless steel.
Size Cat # Price Size Cat # 
2 mesh SCREENPAN2 $29.00 20 mesh  
4 mesh SCREENPAN4 $29.00 30mesh 
8 mesh SCREENPAN8 $29.00 50mesh 
12 mesh SCREENPAN12 $29.00 100 mesh 

  Price
SCREENPAN20  $29.00 

SCREENPAN30     $29.00   
SCREENPAN50     $29.00   
SCREENPAN100 $29.00

Classifier Set
This is the niftiest set of economical screens! Stainless steel screen welded into lightweight plastic
4½” pots makes for fast classifying of your ore sample. Set includes 10, 20, 40, and 60 mesh pots,
plus bottom solid pot.  (30, 50 & 100 mesh available for $12.00 each).
Cat#CLASSIFIERSET   Price $45.00

Shown  complete  with
drill motor attached

�
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Sieves sold separately,  available in brass or stainless steel, range in mesh size #8 - #400.
Call for sizes and prices.

Tweezers, Stainless Steel, Non-magnetic
Sharp Point - these precision tweezers with "splinter-removal" capability are perfect for picking up tiny assay beads.
Cat#TWEEZERS Price$ 12.50

Wash Bottles
These are wide mouth, polyethylene wash bottles, no color coded dispenser
250ml Cat #WASHBOT250   
500ml Cat #WASHBOT500   
1000ml Cat #WASHBOT1000 

Price $10.52
$16.95
$18.00 

These wash bottles come with color coded dispenser caps which provide quick, safe
identification of special solutions or reagents used in your lab.  Standard coding uses
red for nitric acid, yellow for sulfuric acid, blue for hydrochloric acid and green for
ammonia hydroxide.  Size is 250 ml.

Red Cat #WASHBOTRED  
Blue Cat #WASHBOTBLUE       
Yellow  Cat #WASHBOTYELLOW 
Green Cat #WASHBOTGREEN    

Price   
$13.90 
$13.90
$13.90 
$13.90

Dropper Bottle
With polypropylene dropping closure and spout plug. Bottles dispense one drop at a time. Captive spout cap won’t pop out or
leak when bottle is squeezed. Leakproof. Cat#DROPPERB Price $ 11.25

Stereo Microscopes
Still the best microscope on the market for the price!   This is the one we use in our lab. 13" high with 
rugged metal construction. 10X wide-field eyepieces triple to 30X.  The binocular head is inclined for 
ease of viewing and rotatable 360°.  Built-in illumination system which includes lighting from 
above or below the field or both. Replacement Bulbs available!
Cat#MICROSC10   Price $499.00

More powerful microscope with LED light built-in for better imagery
of bead. 20x-40x. This is the one we use in our lab!
Cat# MICROSC20  Price $575.00

Microscope Case
Perfect for carrying your microscope and accessories in the field!
Cat# MICROSC-CASE      Price  $88.00
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Beakers
Pyrex glass - Can be used on hot plates or for measuring acids and solutions.
Size Cat # Price Size Cat #  Price
50ml BEAKER50 6.50 600ml BEAKER600  $9.95
100ml BEAKER100 6.50 1000  BEAKER1000   26.80
150ml BEAKER150 6.50 2000 BEAKER2000   32.20
250ml BEAKER250 6.50
2000HD BEAKER2000HD $69.80
4000HD BEAKER4000HD  $125.30

Polypropylene - These will hold acids.
Size       Cat #         Price
30ml (lot/ 10) BEAKER30-10  4.00
400ml     BEAKER400PL 12.10
50ml (lot/ 10) BEAKER50-10   5.80

Acid Bottle, 300ml w/glass stopper
Safe & easy storage of nitric acid on your lab shelf.

Cat #BOTTLEACID     Price $22.50

Beaker Tongs
For gripping hot beakers. Cat#TONGSBEAKER
Price $22.00

Graduated Cylinder
A useful tool for your lab. Measures out small amounts of liquid accurately. Polymethylpentene, shatterproof, temperatures
32-248°F.  Size25ml

Cat #GRADUATEDCY       Price $ 12.80

Stirring Rods
12" in length, 3/8" diameter glass rod Cat #STIRRINGR         Price $3.48
10” polypro Nalgene, paddles on each end. Cat #STIRRODPOLY   $9.10
12" in length, 3/8" diameter polypro rod Cat #STIRRAMS       Price $5.00

Watch Glasses
Used to avoid evaporations of liquids being heated in glass beakers.
Size4" Cat #WATCHGLASS4  Price $    7.20
Size7" Cat#WATCHGLASS7 16.08
 Size8"  Cat #WATCHGLASS8  18.60

Pipets, Polypropylene
Allows you to use drops of solutions or liquids.  Very pliable, considered disposable but can.
be reused many times.
w/1ml GRADUATION     Cat #PIPET1ML    Price   $  .25

Sample Bottle, glass
Size  Cat #   Price
6ml (5/8”x1.75”)    SAMPLEB6, black cap   $  .66
2Oml (1”x2”)   SAMPLEB20, white cap        .75

Glassware
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 Test tubes
Pyrex test tubes will withstand heat.

Size Cat# price
13m x 100m TESTUBE13 1.11
16m x 150m TESTUBE16 1.39

Test Tube Holder
For 13mm tubes   Cat #TESTTUBEH3   22.00

Stoppers (Rubber)
No hole#0  STOPPER0 2.15
No hole#4 STOPPER4 4.42
No hole#5 STOPPER5 4.35
No hole#6 STOPPER6 4.02
No hole #7 STOPPER7 4.19
No hole #8 STOPPER8 4.50
No hole #9 STOPPER9 9.99

Standard Vacuum Procedure:
This method is the most efficient procedure and will yield a more
complete removal of the filtering agent.
1. Place the paper in the funnel and moisten with a few drops of
solvent. This prevents any solid passing under the paper.
2. Pour a small amount of liquid through the funnel and apply gentle
vacuum. if all is functioning properly continue with gentle vacuum,
as as a greater vacuum will cause smaller particles to pass through
the paper, making further filtering necessary.

Buchner Funnels  (other sizes available)
Polypropylene Funnel - This has a flat bottom on the inside that is perforated with small holes.  The filter lays flat
against the bottom and is held in place with the weight of the liquid and the vacuum of the system.  The smallest one is
the easiest to use in most lab tests; increase size with volume done in each test.
Size Cat#  Price
90mm BUCHNER90  47.00
150mm BUCHNER150  86.37
240mm BUCHNER240   168.29 
Ceramic Funnel (other sizes available)
90mm BUCHNERC83  75.15
110mm BUCHNERC100 115.20
150mm BUCHNERC151  119.00
240mm BUCHNERC253  465.00

Filter Flasks
These thick-walled flasks have tubulation in order to
draw a vacuum.
Size Cat#   price
500ml FLASKFIL500     $ 60.32
1000ml FLASKFIL1000  105.10
2000ml FLASKFIL2000  136.50
4000ml FLASKFIL4000  199.45

Vacuum Supplies

Erlenmeyer Flasks
Size Cat# Price
250ml FLASK250   8.75
500ml FLASK500 15.33
1000 FLASK1000 22.50
2000 FLASK2000 38.31
4000 FLASK4000   108.91

No hole#10  STOPPER10 11.57
No hole#11  STOPPER11 10.80
No hole#12  STOPPER12 15.21
No hole#13  STOPPER13 14.80
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Rubber Seal Adapters (Crucible Holders)
These hold the funnels in place and create a tight seal.  They can be used singly, or in
a combination with adjacent sizes.

Size  cat  Price
For 500ml flask ADAPTER500   9.65
For 1000ml flk ADAPTER1000 11.25
For 2000ml flk ADAPTER2000 11.25
For 4000ml flk ADAPTER4000 19.75

Vacuum Pumps

pump, all you
it up to re-

Vacuum Pump - Nalgene aspirator  With the Nalgene aspirator vacuum
need is a water pump, a bucket, and hose that leads to your filtering flasks - you can set 
circulate on 1 gallon of water. Good for 1 flask. Cat #VACUUMPU      Price $ 22.00

Vacuum Pump -  set up a vacuum system for multiple flasks in your lab. 1/3 hp
Cat#VACUUMP2  Price $560.00

Vacuum Hose -

1/4" ID, PVC clear for 500ml flask  Cat#VACUUMHOS1/4         2.15/ft.
3/8” ID, PVC clear for 1000ml+ flask Cat#VACUUMHOSE3/8   3.90/ft.
1/4” ID, Nalgene PVC, clear, heavy wall Cat#VACUUMHOS1/4NAL   18.00/ft
3/8” ID, Nalgene PVC, clear, heavy wall Cat#VACUUMHOS3/8NAL   27.50/ft.

Vacuum Filter Papers
Size Cat#  Price (box of 100)
Grade # 1 Filter for 90mm funnel FILTERPA1-90 34.00
medium fast for 125mm funnel FILTERPA1-125 38.00

for 150mm funnel FILTERPA1-150   59.00
for 240mm funnel FILTERPA1-240   139.00

Grade #2 Filter for 90mm funnel FILTERPA2-90   48.00
medium for 150mm funnel FILTERPA2-150   85.00

for 240mm funnel FILTERPA2-240 159.00
Grade #5 Filter for 90mm funnel 
slow for 150mm funnel 
Grade #50 Filter for 90mm funnel 
slow hardened for 150mm funnel 

for 240mm funnel 
Grade #40 Filter for 90mm funnel 
medium ashless for 150mm funnel 

for 240mm funnel 
Grade #42 Filter for 90mm funnel 
slow ashless for 110mm funnel  

for 125mm funnel  
for 150rmn funnel  

Grade # 541 for 90mm funnel  
fast hardened for 150mm funnel  

CALL FOR PRICING,
MANY SIZES AVAILABLE! 

ashless
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Using mercury in production mining is quickly be outlawed in many countries, including the US, Canada, Colombia 
and other So. American countries, Germany and other European and Asian countries. For those who are interested in 
experimenting with amalgamation or are in an area where mercury amalgamation is allowed, we are still offering books 
for historical purposes, formulas for the MCCs, plans to build your own amalgamator (based on the unit we 
manufactured and sold for 30 years, the Air Press & Charging Unit.

Modern Mercury Amalgamation Manual
Written by Jim V. Humble, who has the ability to get across technical material in a
straight-forward manner that anyone can follow!  Updated in 2006 by Michael Glenn,
president of Action Mining. This book gives all of the latest data on amalgamation
and represents the "state of the art' in mercury amalgamation. 13 chapters on Safety,
Pretreatment of Ores, Treatment and Pretreatment of Mercury, Charged Mercury,
Lab Procedures, Complex Ores, Recovery of Gold and Silver from Mercury and
Nitric Acid Solutions, and more!    PDF DOWNLOAD AVAILABLE!
Cat#BOOK-MOD                      Price $ 29.63

EN ESPAÑOL     Cat #BOOK-MODSPAN Price $29.63

Amalgamator Plans - Build It Yourself
Now available! Detailed plans to make your own AMS amalgamator.
Cat#BOOK-MODPLANS      Price $ 24.95

Special Bundle: Modern Mercury Manual & Plans
Cat#BOOK-MOD2   Price $47.95 (save $6.63)

Air Press (Air Tort)
We developed this years ago for safer handling of mercury amalgam!  Made of PVC which you attach to an 
air compressor or bicycle pump, using only 12 lbs. of pressure.  It pushes the mercury out and leaves the 
amalgam on the filter.  Safer to use than retorting as there are no mercury  vapors.  Comes with a  4 micron 
polypropylene filter and stainless steel screen.  Holds 15 lbs. of Mercury.

Cat #AIRPRESS1  Price 44.00
Replacement parts:

Air press end cap parts AIRPRESSEND  $ 12.50
4 micron poly filter AIRPRESSFIL   $ 3.50

Bottle Roll Tester
Do your own amalgamation or leach lab tests, 6 at a time (includes glass containers).

Cat#BOTTLEROLL   Price $395.00

Amalgamation Supplies

Due to continuing improvements, actual product
may differ slightly from photo.
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Mercury Charging Unit™
A simple system for charging your Mercury ... Plastic bucket with carbon rod and parts.  Can charge from a 
few pounds to 20 lbs at a time.  Hooks up to any power supply.  Let it run overnight and away you go.

Charged Mercury turns mercury into the negative pole of a battery.  The precious metals in the ore then 
become the positive pole of the battery and when they touch the mercury, a high current flows that is 
equivalent to many hundreds of amps per sq. ft. This powerful current cleans the precious metals and 
covers them with mercury.  This process will often work to make gold, silver and platinum amalgamate 
when they will not do so under other methods.  A very important point!  We have received many reports that 
ores, (even those that do amalgamate easily), have greater yield of precious metals by using Charged 
Mercury™.
Cat#MERCURYCHARGER         Price $29.95

Carbon Rod 12"x1" diameter      Cat#CARBONROD1  Price $26.50 EACH 

Carbon Rod 12"x1/2" diameter    Cat#CARBONROD1/2      Price $12.50 EACH

MCCs (Mercury Cleaning & Charging Chemicals™)

Formulas are available for purchase at $150.00 each.  NDA is required. Please call 
for more information.

MCC-40™ Polishes the mercury after using MCC-40™.  Gives an extra boost to get the 
last bit of corrosion from the surface of mercury.

MCC-41™ Similar to MCC-40 but is used only for polishing the mercury to get the last 
few bits of corrosion from the surface of the mercury. It also cleans base metals from 
within the mercury.

MCC-42™ Use for acidic ores such as sulfide ores, also helps keep mercury from flour-
ing.

MCC-43™ Recovery of Micron Gold from Mercury.

MCC-50™ Charging of Mercury & R-36™ Cleaning of Mercury
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Assay Manual
By Chas. Fulton, published in 1911, 215 pages, soft bound high
quality copy of out-of-print book.  Contains the assay mixtures and full
information on each step of the assay including some data on
assaying platinum.  Fire assays have been the method of detecting
gold for the last 5000 years.  Chapters are on tools, sampling,
weighing, reduction, crucible assays, cupellation and parting, special
methods and errors in the assay.  An advanced book on assaying.
PDF DOWNLOAD AVAILABLE! Cat #BOOK-ASSAY    Price $34.45

CLS Manual see pages 35-37 on leaching, for more info. PDF
DOWNLOAD AVAILABLE!   Cat #BOOK-CLS  Price $35.99

Discovering Overlooked Fortunes
Compiled in 1990 by Action Mining Services, this is the fourth edition
based on the original work of R. H. Maulsby.  It offers a systematic
approach to prospecting, teaches the elementary facts of mineral
identification and familiarizes the reader with basic laboratory skills.  All of
the original Qualitative Analyses for over forty valuable minerals have been
included as well as a wealth of new material resulting from recent research
and studies.  Newcomers in particular, will benefit from this basic
introduction to mineral prospecting written in clear, simple language that
is easy to understand.   PDF DOWNLOAD AVAILABLE!  Cat #
BOOK-DISC      Price $ 32.81

Fire Assay Home Study Course
By Jim V. Humble, and updated in 2006 by Mike Glenn, president of
Action Mining, soft bound, 16 lesson course on different aspects of fire
assaying, sampling, pretreatments, roasting, special methods of
assaying, chemical assaying, and more.  Each lesson has
questions at the end to answer and many have actual tests you
can do to earn a certificate in assaying by sending in your result
test papers. PDF DOWNLOAD AVAILABLE!
Cat#BOOK-FIR         Price $31.54

Geochemical Prospecting, The Story Of See
Geochemical section for details. PDF DOWNLOAD
AVAILABLE! Cat#BOOK-GEO Price $32.33

Books
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How to Mill Your Gold and Silver
By Hank Chapman, Jr.  Over 100 pages with color photos of his experience and insight
on determining if a mining property will be profitable for you and then how to actually
run it. He describes proper sampling, assaying and identifying your ore, calculating
values, the difference between fire assay, ICP, AA, DCP and XRF, milling with various
circuit equipment like crushers, tables, metal detectors, and roasters. He details circuit
design, concentrating, leaching and recovery methods and much more. This book is a
must for anyone with an interest in mining and milling procedures.
Cat#BOOK-MILL Price $34.95

How To Smelt Your Gold and Silver
By Hank Chapman, Jr., soft bound. 1 1 8 pages.  The only smelting information

currently available.  A complete plain English step-by-step guide for the amateur  or 
professional. Illustrated in both color and B&W. Includes flux formulas for gold, Silver 
and alloys of both. Information on smelting precipitates, placer gold, scrap, concentrate, 
amalgam, and carbon ash.  This book has a complete glossary, a supplier's index, 
conversion tables, equipment sources, information on what can or can't be smelted, and 
a comprehensive chapter on safety. Hints on how to sell your gold for more money, 
security, record keeping, dealing with the IRS, and more.  Very easy to use and 
understand.  Price includes technical support by the author.
Cat#BOOK-SMELT      Price $34.95

Researching & Locating Mining Claims
By Thomas A. Kitchar, soft bound, 2nd revised edition
Written by a miner in everyday language that anybody can understand. This book examines 
such topics as: The U.S. Mining Law, Mining claims, How to read and use maps, Describing 
mining claims, How to use legal subdivision, Researching the public records, How to use the 
public records, How to find unclaimed lands, How to locate mining claims, How to file mining 
claims, How to keep mining claims, Inheriting, Buying and selling mining claims and a whole 
lot more!  Cat#BOOK-RESEARCHING     $31.95

Metallurgy Of Gold
By T. K. Rose, hard bound, 601 pages.  Latest reprint of the 6th Edition in Sept 2008, the 
book is larger and emphasizes the changing trends in extraction of gold from its ores.While 
the history of obsolete methods of placer mining, refining and assaying is given, entirely 
new chapters on Crushing, Roasting, Chlorination, and the Cyanide Process have been 
added.  Helpful charts and illustrations are included and the text quickly insures a clear

understanding.  A bibliography, omitted in an earlier edition has been included as well as
references to earlier editions for research purposes.  No miner's library is complete without 
this one!

Cat#BOOK-MET Price $119.00
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Modern Electroplating
Hard bound, 868 pages. An in-depth study of electro-deposition of many different
metals, including palladium, platinum, gold, copper , tin, zinc, lead, silver, and
other metals. Highly technical, useful reference book for the well-versed chemist,
with each chapter having been written by a different recognized author from
around the world. Not a ‘beginners’ book.
Cat #BOOK-MODELECTRO    Price $ 268.00
Modern Mercury Amalgamation Manual
See Amalgamation section for details. PDF DOWNLOAD AVAILABLE!
Cat#BOOK-MOD               Price $ 29.63
En español  “Manual Moderno para la Amalgamación de Mercurio”
PDF DOWNLOAD AVAILABLE! Cat #BOOK-MODSPAN Price $29.63
Amalgamator Plans - Build It Yourself
Now available! Detailed plans to make your own AMS amalgamator.
Cat#BOOK-MODPLANS      Price $ 24.95

Special Bundle: Modern Mercury Manual & Plans
Cat#BOOK-MOD2   Price $47.95 (save $6.63)

Nitrate Leaching
By Charles L. Butler, softbound. Originally written in 1981, this 2nd edition of 1986
includes later research of the batch leaching procedure conducted in his
laboratories by the author, and with the assistance of his brother, Jim Butler.
Complete details including charts and drawings are given for each step in this well
written book that remains one of our best sellers!
Cat#BOOK-NITRATE    Price $ 50.00

Pocket Ref
3rd edition.  Compiled by Thomas J.  Glover, sturdy black cover, 544 pages.  It's
hard to believe how much data and facts have been accumulated in this small handbook.
Whether in the field or sitting behind a desk .... you'll find conversion charts,
measurements, dates, names and places to interest you .... the answer to (almost)
everything!
Cat#BOOK-POCKET     Price$12.95

Popular Mining, Encyclopedia of Articles This
How-To-Do-It magazine was published from 1984-96 by
Action Mining, written by miners from around the world.
We are now compiling all the articles into book format
(no ads).  Loaded with plans, pictures, drawings & tips on 

things like ‘build your own concentrating table, ball mill, amalgamator, balance, & 
sluice; assaying of complex ores, water, platinum; conversion charts; safety 
procedures; tips on dredging; metal detecting & more! Each Volume is 200+ pages of 
articles from the beginning of PM, including an Index for easy subject search.  PDF 
DOWNLOAD AVAILABLE
Cat#POPULARSET5 5 Volumes    Sale Price $150.00 (individually $39.95)

Looking for ideas
to increase

your recovery?
Volumes of

priceless data!
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Recovery & Refining of Precious Metals
By C. W. Ammen, softbound, 441 pages. This book was out of print for many years until 
a Canadian publisher picked it up! Excellent reference book on electro-refining, 
assaying, processing black sands, the platinum sisters, separation of metals, and more!
Great diagrams! A must for your library.
Cat #BOOK-REC  Price   $ 99.00

Refining Precious Metal Wastes
By C. M. Hoke, hard-covered, 362 pages.  A reference manual that will satisfy anyone 
interested in the technicalities of refining gold and silver.  Procedures, equipment 
safety hazards and legalities are covered, from the addition of copper and zinc to the 
more precious metals for making jewelry cheaper and stronger, discovery of the 
platinum metals, and more recently white and green gold alloys and electroplating. 
Detailed instructions include drawings and photographs for clarification.
Cat #BOOK-REFINE   Price $ 89.95

The Sampling & Assay of Precious Metals
By Ernest A. Smith, hard-covered, over 500 pages. A second edition of the original 
treatise was necessary to include a chapter on assaying of the platinum group of 
metals.  By describing various incidents from his own experience, its author describes 
industrial practices in assaying.  Chapters cover the design and equipment of assay 
offices, furnaces, balances, weights, sampling, fluxes and testing, with helpful 
illustrations, appendix and index to make references easier.
Cat#BOOK-SAMPLING    Price $ 94.95 

Torch Assaying
By Charles L. Butler, softbound.  A second edition of his original manual written in 1981, 
these procedures for determining the precious metal content of mineral samples have 
been explained in clear and simple terms that make it useful to novice and professional 
alike.  It's loaded with charts, photos and sketches, designed to provide the reader  with 
complete detail and make it easy for him to complete  tests at home, in the lab or in the 
field.
Cat #BOOK-TORCH   Price $ 50.00

Placer Examination, Principles and Practice
Technical Bulletin No. 4 from the U.S. Department of Interior, Bureau of Land Manage-
ment. Chapters on placer theory, types of placers, sampling and evaluation, sample 
washing equipment, panning and assay procedures, notes on general practice, glossa-
ry of terms. A good overview for anyone working placer material.
Cat #BOOK-PLACER   Price $22.95
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Video - Leaching Process for Catalytic Converter Material (see page 37
for details) Cat#VIDEO-CATCON  Price $129.95

Video - Butler’s Assaying & Leaching
By Charles Butler. A 2-hour video reviewing his Torch Assay and Nitrate Leaching procedures.
Cat#VIDEO-BUTLER   Price $100.00

Video - Investigating & Understanding Fire Assaying
By Mike Glenn.  Exhibits an in-depth introduction to assaying. A necessary 2½
hour video tool covering chemistry, procedures of the fire assay of both oxide and
sulfide ores, down to weighing the assay bead.  Action Mining president, Mike
Glenn, narrates and simplifies the assaying procedure.

Cat #VIDEO-FIRE   DVD     Price $ 79.95
SPECIAL BUNDLE: Video on Fire Assaying &
Fire Assay Home Study Course
Cat #VIDEO+FAHSC     Price $ 99.00  (you save $12.49)

Prospector Books..…

Book of Plans Volume II 90 pages, including detailed plans for view scopes, sniping tools, snuffer
bulb, crack hook, fanning board, suction stick, vibrobasic drywasher, mini-magic drywasher and 
classifying screens. Cat #BOOK-SAM2  Price $18.45

Gold & Silver Recovery Methods By I. J. S. Enterprises, 44 pages, chapters on how to use
mercury to recover gold, fluxing and firing of gold and silver ore, how to use Aqua Regia to purify gold, 
how to use nitric acid to purify silver, clean gold, and separate gold and silver dore bars, recovering silver 
from photograph film, recovering gold and silver from jewelry and electronic parts and gold/silver/
gemstone conversion table. Cat #BOOK-G&S        Price $ 9.95

Smithsonian Handbook’s Rocks and Minerals By Chris Pellant. 254 pages, soft bound,
color. Excellent book with great pictures & descriptions. Cat #BOOK-SMITHROCK   Price $24.00

Roadside Geology of Montana By Donald W. Hyndman and Robert C. Thomas. 464 pages.
Montana lies at the northern edge of the Yellowstone caldera, the world's largest and most violent 
volcano. A lot of what the world knows about dinosaurs and their demise came from fossils discovered in 
Montana's badlands. What began with panning for gold in the 1860s led to 1-mile-deep mines in Butte 
that supplied 60 percent of the world's copper by 1898. The world's largest ice age floods left ripples up 
to 50 feet high as Glacial Lake Missoula catastrophically drained from western Montana. With this book 
as your guide, you'll discover these and other world-class geologic features around every bend of the 
road. Cat #BOOK-ROADSIDE Price $30.00 

Montana Gold & Gems Maps then and now, THEN & NOW MAP SERIES. Unique map
series shows changes in gold & gem fields over the last 100 years in selected western states. 
Each map package includes current USGS maps of the state along with antique
turn-of-the-century maps of the same areas for comparison 
Cat #BOOK-THEN&NOW Montana  Price $16.95   Cat #BOOK-THEN&NOW Idaho  Price $16.95

NEW
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Recrational Gold Panning in Montana, Field Guide To
By Phil Walsh, 90 pages. Fifty detailed maps showing over 200 Locations where gold can be 
found in Montana.  Cat #BOOK-PANNING Price$ 14.95

How to Build and Use Your Own Mini-Rocker By Verne H. Ballantyne, 31 pages.
Complete plans, bill of materials, details for construction and step-by-step directions are given. 
Cat #BOOK-HOWBUMINI Price $ 9.95

How to Prospect With a Mini-Rocker 
The rocker cradle was the old time prospector's favorite tool for washing the gravel for gold.  Now it 
has been scaled down to miniature size to create an ideal tool to prospect for gold.
Cat#BOOK-HOWMINI    Price $9.95

How to Prospect for Hard Rock Gold By V. H. Ballantyne, 33 pages, practical information gathered from
active prospectors, geology books and reports, prospecting handbooks and the personal experience of the author.  
Prepared for the beginning prospector it is divided into four parts for easy study.  Observations of the practical hard 
rock miner is told. Cat #BOOK-HOWHARDROCK Price $ 9.95

How to Prospect for Pocket Gold By Verne H. Ballantyne, 22 pages.  One of the old-time
prospector's best kept  secrets of how to find pocket gold is revealed, and a step-by-step method of  finding 
it is  given.  The personal experience of an old-time hunter is told. Cat#BOOK-HOWPOCKET Price $ 9.95

Gold! Gold! A Beginner’s Handbook & Recreational Guide
By Joseph Petralia, 143 pages, softbound. How & where to prospect for gold

Cat#BOOK-GOLD   Price $12.95

Pockets Rocks & Minerals By Sue Fuller, 160 pages, softbound, pocket size!! Great color
photos & descriptions. Perfect for your backpack. Cat#BOOK-POCKETROCKS     Price $ 6.99

Gold Prospectors Handbook  By Jack Black, 176 pages.  How to pan & prospect, sluices, tools,
sampling and a glossary. Cat #BOOK-GOLDPROS  Price $10.95

Rockhound’s Handbook  By James R Mitchell, 299 pages.  Good book for geology and has
some excellent color photos. Cat #BOOK-ROCKHOUND  Price $15.95

Weekend Gold Miner  By A H Ryan, Ph.D, 79 pages.  A good beginner’s book with illustrations.
Cat #BOOK-WEEKEND  Price $7.95

Gem Trails of Idaho & Western Montana By Lanny Ream, 256 pages. Idaho and western
Montana are two of the Northwest's most popular rock and gem collecting destinations, overflowing with 
beautiful scenery, mineral riches and rockhounding adventure. In this helpful guide to the Gem State 
and the western half of the Big Sky State, geologist and best-selling author, Lanny Ream, is your 
personal guide to 99 of the best collecting sites in this geographically dramatic and varied region.
An ideal field guide for both amateur and more experienced rock and fossil hunters, each site's write up 
has an "at-a-glance" info box that tells you what specimens you'll find, the best season for collecting, 
GPS coordinates, recommended tools and nearby attractions and facilities.
Cat #BOOK-GEMTRAIL Price $16.95

NEW
BOOKS
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Gold Panning Is Easy By Roy Lagal, 134 pages. This book is perfect for a
someone looking to begin their Gold Panning Adventures. It is well written with 
excellent pictures which make a transition into gold panning relaxing and fun. 
Cat #BOOK-GOLDPANNING Price$ 9.95



 

ACETIC ACID...............................................................ACETICAC.................1 LBOT..................................32.15**
ACTIVATED CHARCOAL.............................................ACTIVATE3...............16 oz vol container..................15.00
AMMONIUM CHLORIDE..............................................AMMONIUMCHLOR6   6LB......................................OOS
AMMONIUM CHLORIDE, bulk 100# rate.....................AMMONIUMCHLOR50   BY LB……………………….OOS
BONE ASH, 20 MESH..................................................BONEASH8...............8 LB.........................................65.00
BONE ASH, 20 MESH 55#bulk rate..............................BONEASH.................BY LB.......................................5.90
BORAX (DECAHYDRATE).................................................BORAXANH1.............1 LB.........................................9.20
BORAX (DECAHYDRATE).................................................BORAXANH8.............6 LB.......................................39.90
BORAX (DECAHYDRATE), 110# bulk rate.........................BORAXANH100.........BY LB......................................1.65
BORIC ACID.................................................................BORICAC5.................5 LB.......................................29.31
BORIC ACID, 100# bulk rate.........................................BORICAC100............BY LB......................................
CALCIUM  HYDROXIDE ..............................................CALCIUMHYD3.........3 LB.......................................15.80
CALCIUM  HYDROXIDE, 100# bulk ............................CALCIUMHYD100.....BY LB......................................
CALCIUM  NITRATE.....................................................CALCIUMN1..............1 LB.........................................3.95*
CALCIUM  NITRATE.....................................................CALCIUMN5..............5 LB.........................................9.25*
CAUSTIC  SODA      .....................................................SEE SODIUM HYDROXIDE
FERRIC SULFATE.......................................................FERRICSULFATE4...8LB........................................20.52
FERRIC SULFATE, bulk ..............................................FERRICSULFATE50. 50# ..........................................1.81
FERROUS SULFATE...................................................FERROUSSULFA1....1 LB.........................................6.85
FERROUS SULFATE...................................................FERROUSSULFA8....7 LB.......................................33.34
FERROUS SULFATE, bulk rate....................................FERROUSSULFA50..50# ..........................................1.65
FLUORSPAR - CALCIUM FLUORIDE..........................FLUORSPAR10.........10 LB.....................................64.50
FLUORSPAR - CALCIUM FLUORIDE, 50# bulk rate...FLUORSPAR50.........BY LB......................................2.88
HYDROCHLORIC ACID (TRUCK) REAG 36-38%.......HYDROCHLORIC2.5L6  6X2.5L  BOTTLES.............856.00**
HYDROCHLORIC ACID (TRUCK) REAG....................HYDROCHLORIC2.5L..  2.5L BOTTLE.....................145.00**
LEAD FOIL (ULTRA LOW SILVER)..............................LEADFOIL1FT...........1  FT........................................3.12
LEAD FOIL (ULTRA LOW SILVER)..............................LEADFOIL..................5  lb. ROLL...........................111.96
LEAD,TEST   GRANULE (ULTRA LOW SILVER) .......LEADTEST................1  LB..................................... 22.00
LEAD,TEST   GRANULE (ULTRA LOW SILVER) .......LEADTEST5..............5  LB......................................71.55
LEAD WOOL.................................................................LEADWOOL...............1  LB......................................12.45
LEAD WOOL.................................................................LEADWOOL5............5  LB......................................43.50
LEAD WOOL.................................................................LEADWOOL25..........25 LB...................................119.85
LITHARGE,   ASSAY GRADE, 110# bulk rate .............LITHARGE100...........BY LB......................................10.50**
NITRIC ACID (TRUCK ONLY)  REAGENT...................NITRICA2.5L..............2.5L BOTTLE..........................78.00**
NITRIC ACID (TRUCK ONLY  REAGENT....................NITRICA2.5LX6.........CASE OF 6............................390.00**
POTASH (POTASSIUM CARBONATE).......................POTASSIUMCAR8....8 LB.......................................45.09
POTASH (POTASSIUM CARBONATE), 100# bulk .....POTASSIUMCAR100     BY LB...................................2.25
POTASSIUM   CARBONATE........................................SEE POTASH
POTASSIUM   CHLORIDE...........................................POTASSIUMCHLOR1  1 LB.......................................5.95
POTASSIUM   CHLORIDE...........................................POTASSIUMCHLOR7  8 LB.....................................20.25
POTASSIUM CHLORIDE, ............................................POTASSIUMCHLORIDE  4 LB..................................14.00
POTASSIUM   HYDROXIDE.........................................POTASSHYDRA4......4 LB.......................................51.15*
POTASSIUM   HYDROXIDE, 100# bulk rate................POTASSHYDRA50....BY LB......................................3.12**
POTASSIUM   IODIDE..................................................POTASSIOD100........100 GRAM.............................71.50
POTASSIUM   IODIDE..................................................POTASSIOD500........500 GRAM.............................156.70
POTASSIUM IODIDE STRIPS......................................POTASSIODIDESTRIP   100/PKG..............................5.95
POTASSIUM NITRATE................................................POTASSNIT8.............8 LB.........................................45.56*
POTASSIUM NITRATE, 50# bulk rate..........................POTASSNIT50...........BY LB......................................2.83**
SILICA -30 MESH.........................................................SILICA8......................8 LB...........................................39.50
SILICA -30 MESH, 100# bulk rate.................................SILICA100..................BY LB.........................................1.78
SILVER SHOT, 99.99%................................................SILVERSHOT............BY TOZ............................Out of stock 
SODA ASH (SODIUM CARBONATE)..........................SODIUMCARB1.........1 LB............................................7.00
SODA ASH (SODIUM CARBONATE)..........................SODIUMCARB6.........6 LB..........................................22.00
SODA ASH (SODIUM CARBONATE), 100# bulk ........SODIUMCARB100....BY LB…………………………......2.50
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SODIUM BICARBONATE.............................................SODIUMBICARB8.....8 LB.......................................24.20
SODIUM BISULFATE...................................................SODIUMBISULA8......8 LB.......................................  38.00
SODIUM BISULFATE, 50# bulk rate.............................SODIUMBISULFA50  BY LB.......................................1.92
SODIUM BISULFITE (SODIUM METABISULFITE)......SODIUMBISUL8........8 LB.......................................36.60
SODIUM BISULFITE, 100# bulk rate............................SODIUMBISUL100 .. .BY LB.......................................2.10
SODIUM BROMIDE......................................................SODIUMBROMIDE1  1 LB……..…..…..……………  OOS
SODIUM BROMIDE......................................................SODIUMBROMIDE5..5 LB……..…..…..……………  OOS
SODIUM CARBONATE................................................SEE SODA ASH
SODIUM CHLORATE  .................................................SODIUMCHLORATE5  5 LB.....................................48.45**
SODIUM CHLORIDE....................................................SODIUMCHLORIDE..   1 LB.......................................4.50
SODIUM HYDROXIDE (CAUSTIC SODA)...................SODIUMHYDROXIDE8  7 LB...................................37.55*
SODIUM HYDROXIDE (CAUSTIC SODA),50# bulkrate SODIUMHYD...........BY LB......................................2.55**
SODIUM NITRATE.......................................................SODIUMNIT1.............1 LB.......................................13.50*
SODIUM NITRATE.......................................................SODIUMNIT5.............5 LB.........................................44.00*
SODIUM NITRATE, 100# bulk rate...............................SODIUMNIT100.........BY LB......................................n/a**
SODIUM SULFATE......................................................SODIUMSULFA1.......1 LB.........................................3.50
SODIUM SULFATE......................................................SODIUMSULFA5........8 LB........................................20.00
SODIUM SULFATE, 50# bulk rate................................SODIUMSULFA50.....BY BAG.................................49.00
SODIUM SULFITE........................................................SODSULFITE10........8 LB.........................................25.00
SODIUM SULFITE, 100# bulk rate...............................SODSULFITE100......  BY LB.....................................1.40
SODIUM THIOSULFATE..............................................SODTHIO1.................1 LB.........................................6.50
SODIUM THIOSULFATE..............................................SODTHIO5.................5 LB.......................................18.75
SODIUM THIOSULFATE, 50# bulk rate.......................SODIUMTHIO50........BY LB......................................1.75
STANNOUS  CHLORIDE, REAGENT..........................STANNOUSCHLORIDE10   10 GRAM.....................18.65*
STANNOUS  CHLORIDE, REAGENT..........................STANNOUSCHLORIDE500   100 GRAM...............111.15*
STANNOUS  CHLORIDE, REAGENT..........................STANNOUSCHLORIDE500   500 GRAM...............268.48*
SULFAMIC  ACID, 5lbs.................................................SULFAMIC5...............................................................35.00**
SULFIDE ORE..............................................................SULFIDEORE............1 LB.........................................12.50
SULFURIC ACID - REAGENT 95-98% (TRUCK).........SULFURIC2.5L.............2.5 L BOTTLE.......................79.50**
SULFURIC ACID - REAGENT 95-98% (TRUCK).........SULFURIC2.5L........CASE OF 6..............................345.00**
THIOUREA...................................................................THIOUREA4..............4 LB..........................................67.50*
TIN CHLORIDE ............................................................SEE STANNOUS CHLORIDE
TIN SHOT - REAGENT.................................................TINSHOT10................10 GRAM..............................12.90
TIN SHOT - REAGENT.................................................TINSHOT100..............100 GRAM............................59.95
ZINC ANODES.............................................................ZINCANODE..............1 LB BALL................................10.50
ZINC ANODES.............................................................ZINCANODE5............LOT OF 5................................42.50
ZINC FOIL.....................................................................ZINCF1FT...................BY FOOT................................1.95
ZINC FOIL.....................................................................ZINCFROLL................4.3# ROLL 50’.......................49.30

PLEASE NOTE: 16 oz bottles are by volume of chemical.  In most cases that is 1 lb. of chemical 
by weight.  Some of the lighter chemicals may be slightly less than 1 lb. in weight.  The 5-10# 
bottles of chemicals are 1 gallon containers. All chemicals in "Grams" are Reagent grade. 
Hydrochloric, Nitric, and Sulfuric acids are all ultra-pure electronic cleanroom reagent grade. 
All others are technical grade. 

*LIMITED QUANTITY APPLY FOR UPS SHIPMENTS, if permitted

** HAZARDOUS SHIPPING - TRUCK ONLY OR WILL CALL ONLY

(* and ** ITEMS CAN ONLY BE SHIPPED BY GROUND TRANSPORTATION IN CONTINENTAL 
U.S. WHEN PERMITTED. No hazardous chemicals can be shipped internationally. 

All chemicals, prices, package quantities and shipping methods are subject to change.
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pH Paper

Roll of pH 1-6 
Roll of pH 6-11 
Roll of pH 1- 12 

Used to check the pH of your solutions. Indicator 
chart with each roll. State which pH readings you 
want.

Cat #PHPAPER2      Price $10.50
Cat#PHPAPER6    Price $10.50 
Cat #PHPAPER1     Price $10.50

Jumbo roll of pH0-13 Cat #PHPAPER013 Price $24.15

pH/Temperature Waterproof Pocket Meter
This handy, easy to use and inexpensive pocket pH probe does the work of hundreds of rolls of 
pH paper with an easy to read digital display.  Remove cap, dip it and read.  Range is from 0-14 
pH with divisions of .01. It displays temperatures of  -5 - 90° C (23 -194° F).  Smart chip tells you 
when batteries or electrode is getting low and needs replacing. You will need ph 4 or 10 and 7 
buffer solutions for calibration and storage (see pH Buffer Capsules above) -
new by Extech. Extech Modules are interchangeable (for ORP order cat #ORPMETERPR)  
Cat #PHMETER                         Price $ 199.00
Replacement  pH electrode module     Cat #PHMETEREL        Price  $  110.00

ORP Waterproof Pocket Meter
Another great product by Extech! Self-calibrating, recalls 15 readings, comes with meter, electrode, 
protective sensor cap, sample cup, 4 3V batteries, and neckstrap.  Extech Modules are 
interchangeable (for pH order cat#PHMETEREL)!
Cat #ORPMETER    Price $236.00
Replacement ORP module     Cat #ORPMETERPR        Price $ 124.00

Solution Test Kit
This is a kit for any solution for gold, silver, platinum, or palladium.  The chemicals 
supplied are J.T. Baker analyzed reagent grade for purity assurance.  Enough chemicals 
to test for many, many weeks.  The only thing you need is analytical HCl.  Instructions 
come with the kit telling you how to test for each of the precious metals.
Cat#SOLUTION       Price $ 21.45

Porcelain Plate
This plate is glazed on top & has 12 depressions; 112x92mm - for accurate solution 
color testing
Cat#PORCEPLATE                         Price $ 29.50 

Leaching Supplies

pH Buffer Capsules
pH 4  Cat#PHBUFF4     $32.00 
pH 7  Cat#PHBUFF7     $32.00 
pH10 Cat#PHBUFF10   $32.00
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CLS Leaches™ - formulas available for purchase

CLS 20, 21 and 22 were developed in the 1970s designed to work at room temperature (60 - 80° F.) It has
become increasingly difficult to ship chemicals, especially internationally. Therefore, we have ceased to
mix these CLSes but offer the formulas for purchase so that the necessary chemicals can be obtained
locally and mixed in-house by the consumer.  Our leach products are acidic leaches, that can be re-used,
getting better results in most cases than single compound leaches.  Any complex ore can be tested with
CLS-20, 21, and 22.  Each leach has different oxidizers and leaching
components.  One of these combinations may work better on your ore. They
are not for concentrates.  Concentrates should be tested with CLS-25, a gold
leach. If you are interested in purchasing the formulas, please contact us.

NOTE: IT IS POSSIBLE TO LEACH TOO LONG.  ALL LEACHES KNOWN
WILL BEGIN TO PRECIPITATE GOLD BACK INTO THE ORE AT SOME
POINT.  This usually doesn't happen for as many as 72 hours, but in
some ores it can happen in a few hours.  WATCH FOR IT!

CLS 26P
CLS 26P is our leaching compound for the platinum group metals in ores or catalytic converter material.
As with all our leaching compounds, the solutions are re-usable by ‘strengthening’ with additional powder.
OUT OF STOCK - Formula available for purchase

Available pre-mixed:

CLS 25
CLS 25 is a very reactive leach for concentrates. 
6 lbs.  Cat #CLS-25-6 $ 65.00

Electrolytic Recovery Systems
For a hundred years at least, the recovery of precious metals from leach liquids has always been
accomplished when the liquid has been filtered from the ore.  The removal of the liquid from the ore
has always been the most expensive operation when handling leaches and the filtration equipment
has always been the most expensive equipment in the entire mining operation.  System III™ changed
that.  System III™ recovers the precious metals directly from the ore totally eliminating the filtration
system.  System III™ is a method of electrolytic precipitation, not electroplating.  The plate (cathode)
is contained within a 4 micron polypropylene filter bag that sits in the ore/leach solution.  Particles in
the ore cannot penetrate the filter bag but the ions, which are really a part of the liquid, move freely
through the bag and deposit the precious metals on the stainless steel cathode.  System III™ is an
efficient system.  It works well, but like all other leaching systems it will not work on some ores and
most ores take some time and work and experimenting to make them work with any system.  If one is
willing to take the time he will probably be rewarded with the best and the lowest cost system
available. When you’ve completed your testing phase, you can make a larger system based upon your
own results and budget.
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5 Gallon System III™
Power supply not included - use a manual battery charger or power
supply that  is 12V with 10+ amps capability.
(do up to 10# of ore) Cat#SYSTEM1115  $839.00
w/quartz heater- Cat#SYSTEM1115W/H  $930.00

Replacement Parts
Motor Unit Cat#SYSTEM18 $425.00
Replacement motor Cat#SYSIIIMOTOR  $178.40
Paddle Shaft $290.00
Carbon Rod $  26.50

S.S. Plate $  29.40
Filter Bag 

Cat#SYSTEM19 
Cat#CARBONROD12x1" 
Cat#CARBONROD12x1/2"
Cat#SYSTEM20 
Cat#FIILTERBAG $  24.10

Filter Material, for custom filter bags
This polypropylene material is what our filter bags are made from.
Impervious to acids. Make your own custom bags.  Material is  52”
 wide.       52” w x 36”   Cat#FILTERMA Price $ 49.90

Quartz Heaters (other sizes available, prices subject to change)
for 5 gallon tank, 500W Cat#SYS111QUARTZ80    Price $  92.00

Heater& Guards available, call for pricing:
12" 1000W    Cat#QUARTZHE12
16" 1500W    Cat#QUARTZHE16
19" 2000W    Cat#QUARTZHE19
22" 3000W    Cat#QUARTZHE22

Thermostat Control, 60- 250°F.
Cat#QUARTZCONTROL  Price  $167.50*

CLS Leaching Manual
This is a manual for every miner.  A wealth of mining information including
step-by-step instructions on how to do fire assays, special ore treatments,
leaching, free milling ores, complex ores, electro-precipitation, gold and silver
refining and more.  Written in easy to understand language with a glossary of
mining terms.  Even if you don't use CLS, the book is valuable for its basics
about mining.
Cat #BOOK-CLS    $ 35.99

5 GALLON SYSTEM III
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Video - “The Leaching Process for Catalytic converter Material”
President, Mike Glenn, shares his 25 years of in-house processing experience,
discussing the procedures for handling converter material. Presented in this 2 hour
video are the basic steps necessary to profitably extract the platinum group metals
from the various types of converter material, including the necessity of fire assaying
before you start, pretreatments needed, safety precautions, the leaching process itself,
and final cleanup of solutions.

Cat #VIDEO-CATCON Price $ 129.95 intro price (reg. $149.95)
DVD format only

BUNDLED with Fire Assaying DVD and CLS Manual
Cat #VIDEO-CATCON3  Price $ 199.00 ($265.89 value)

Flux, for catalytic converter material
Formulated specifically for converter material, due to matrix
interference. Use this flux to assay your material before leaching to
determine values present.  Formula available for purchase.

Leaching Accessories
Items for making your own larger leaching units. The heavy walls of the
tanks give strength and reliability under severe operating conditions, mak-
ing them ideal for corrosive chemicals used by industries such as pro-
cessing printed circuit boards and electroplating. Withstands continuous

operating temperatures up to 180°F, and intermittent service to 212°F. Excellent chemical 
resistance.

(*prices below are subject to change)

8x8x8    tank, poly   Cat #TANK8 
12x12x12   tank, poly Cat #TANK12 
Pump, magnetic-drive acid resistant Cat #PUMP 
Carbon plate, 12”x12”x1/4”    Cat #CARBPLATE12 
55 gal. heavy-duty poly tank/lid Cat #SYSTEM4TANK 

Price $123.63* 
Price $160.19* 
Price $284.45* 
Price $119.80* 
Price $384.25*

Surfactant
A special formula developed by Action Mining to help break the surface tension of water and
break down clay in your ore.  Makes tabling, amalgamating and leaching easier with less loss of
precious metals. Concentrated! Use 1 cup to 1 gallon for 350 gallons of water (strength
depends on amount of clay). Formula available, call for details.

1 liter Cat#SURFACTANT  $35.00  5 gallon Cat#SURFACTANT5GAL   $285.00
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When looking for gold, don't took for gold,
look for geochemicals

Basic Theory
The presence of geochemical haloes has been known and used for 59 years by many mining companies.
All deposits of precious metals have associated geochemicals.  Precious metals do not exist in deposits
without geochemicals that are to some extent, water soluble.  These geochemicals always wick their way
out through solid rock and dirt over thousands of years.  Such chemicals are detectable by our
Geochemical Meter.
So when looking for gold, don't look for gold, look for geochemicals.  The geochemicals spread out several
hundred feet while the gold stays hidden.  Most of the gold at the surface has already been located.  Now
the Geochemical Meter gives independent prospectors and miners higher technology for locating the 85%
to 90% of gold that has not yet been found because it is beneath the ground surface.
In the past few years several of the larger mining companies have become discouraged with geochemical
prospecting.  They have made the mistake of looking for acid soluble geochemicals.  Unfortunately, acid
soluble geochemicals exist everywhere, and water soluble geochemicals exist only around mineralized
veins and placers.  Thus looking for acid soluble geochemicals can be very confusing and unproductive.
When properly carried out, geochemical exploration is the best modern method available, regardless of
price, when prospecting for precious metals.

What You Can Use It For
Preliminary Assays - If you want to know whether you should have a rock assayed or not, use this meter.
A high reading should be assayed and a low reading indicates that it will be useless to assay the rock.  The
instruction manual gives details.
Placer Prospecting and Evaluation - All placers have geochemical haloes.  Does a placer exist in the
area?  The ground will read high in the placer area and will gradually taper off as you leave the placer.
High readings in the dirt indicate a 98% chance of a placer if you use the meter correctly.
Prospecting for Hard Rock Gold Veins - All mineralized veins have geochemical haloes.  These
geochemicals wick their way to the surface over the hundreds of years.  They even go through solid rock.
You can use them to detect mineralized veins hundreds of feet deep in the earth.
Testing Rivers and Streams for Precious Metals - This is a fast, sure way of locating placer and hard
rock deposits of precious metals.  The Geochemical Meter can detect both more than a mile downstream
from the deposit.
Locating Buried Treasure - All buried treasure eventually creates haloes of metals around it.  This halo
sometimes extends 100 feet and more depending upon time in the ground.  This is true even if the treasure
is inside of a cave in a wooden box.  Proper use of the Geochemical Meter can be of invaluable use in
locating such treasures.  The Geochemical Meter does not replace metal detectors, rather use it in
conjunction with metal detectors for serious treasure hunting.
Laboratory Testing - The Geochemical Meter will test dissolved geochemicals and metals in water.  Many
uses can be made of the meter.  One suggestion would be to use the meter to tell when the metals have
been leached out of an ore when doing cyanide or non-cyanide leaching.

Geochemical Meter
The Geochemical Meter weighs less than one pound.  It’s approximately 4" x 4.5" x 5" in size and

can easily be carried into the field.  Most tests should be conducted at home because of the increased
accuracy of allowing each test to soak for approximately one hour. 10 or 20 or 100 tests can be set up to
soak and then all completed with about I minute per test.  Uses 2 standard 9 volt batteries.  Several
thousand tests can be accomplished on one set of batteries making tests cost less than 1¢ each.  The
actual meter readings are in micro mho's.  The scales on the meter represent 0-1, 0-100, 0-1000 and 0-
10,000 micro mho's.  In some cases a reading as low as 10 can indicate a mineralized vein is nearby.  The
instruction booklet gives complete details in translating the readings into probability of gold existing nearby
and methods of locating same. Action Mining's Geochemical Meter makes geochemical prospecting both
fast and accurate when done according to the 30 page instruction booklet which is included.

Geochemical Supplies
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How To Use The Meter:
Pulverize your rock to 80
mesh (about the size of
table salt) or screen any
placer dirt to 50 mesh.
Measure out 10 grams. Mix
with 40 grams of distilled
water and pour into the
Geochemical Meter.  Push
the button on the meter and
read the needle.
Immediately wash out the
meter.  Testing streams
and  rivers is easier. Just
pour the water in and push
the button.    NOTE: To
use the Geochemical Meter
properly one must first
determine the background
readings for the area in
question.  This is
accomplished in a very
short time through use of
the Geochemical Meter.

Geochemical meter only     Cat #GEOCHEM        Price $ 575.00 
Geochemical Meter Instruction Booklet Cat # GEOCHEM3  Price $ 15.00
Carrying Case - Made of hard plastic outer shell with foam rubber inside to hold meter.

Cat # GEOCHEMCS                      Price $ 95.00
Range Extender - Increases the range by a factor of ten (X10) on all of the above ranges,
i.e., the 10,000 range is extended to 100,000.   Cat # GEOCHEMRANG   Price $ 48.00

BUNDLED PACKAGE - Meter, carrying case, range extender, 
and booklet Cat#GEOCHEMPK       Price  $698.00

Geo Meter - Actually a 5 in 1 meter! Reads temperature, pH, PPMs, conductivity, and salini-
ty. Range , 0-2000 PPM (this is for geochemicals), 32.0-149.0°F, 0.00-14 pH.  Resolution 
0.1 PPM,  0.1°F, 0.01 pH.  By Extech Cat#GEOMETER   $298.00

Geo Calibrator Solution - recommended for use with the small GeoMeter or the full
size Geochemical Meter referred to above. Cat # GEOCALIB        Price $ 39.95

The Story of Geochemical Prospecting
by R. T. Axworthy, 4th edition revised & updated by Action Mining in 1992 - an in-depth
coverage of geochemical prospecting including the University of Alaska's method
using Dithizone.  You learn how  to take samples and do tests.  There are also 3
chapters on tips for prospectors.  "Must" reading for anyone getting into
geochemical studies.   Cat #BOOK-GEO Price S 32.33

Shown -  Instruction Booklet, Geochemical Prospecting Manual, 
Geochemical Meter in Carrying Case with Range Extender
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Green Pan
High quality, heavy duty pan by Keene with deeper grooves to catch 
the heavies. 14"    Cat #PANGREEN  Price $ 15.00

Blue Pan
For panning and lab work.  Fine gold and silver show up again: better than 
any other color.  If you pan, always allow the water to wash into the pan and 
not out.  This is a finishing pan with no riffles for clean up of micron gold. 11" 
Diameter
Cat #PANBLUE       Price$ 10.00

Black Plastic Gold Pans
These economical lightweight pans have riffles on 1/3 of the inside of the pan 
and a wide drop bottom.
10"diameter Cat #PANBLACK10 6.00 
14"diameter Cat #PANBLACK14 9.00 
17"diameter Cat#PANBLACK16 10.00

Ore Bags
Collect your individual ore samples in these ore bags made of sturdy
polypro olefin material for durability, includes drawstring top for
security and waterproof tag for labeling each sample.

7”x12”, Each  Cat #OREBAGS1 Price $  1.75
Lot/25  Cat #OREBAGS25 Price $ OUT 
Lot/100 Cat #OREBAGS100 Price $ OUT

Snuffer Bottle
Sucks tiny gold flakes from your pan. (aka: Sniffer 
Bottle, Sucker Bottle) 
Cat #SNUFFERBOTTLE    Price $5.50

Prospecting Supplies
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"MAGIVAC" Magnet
3" diameter power face, 6 pole, 6 oz. ceramic magnet eliminates the
stringy drag-out encountered with other types of magnets.  Does the
job wet or dry.  No batteries required.  Plunger action enables you to
collect up to 1/4 lb. concentrates in every load.  Improves your

 Price $17.95concentrate with every pass. Cat #MAGNET 

Rock Picks
Estwing rock hammer square w/ Pointed Tip, full-polished, nylon-
vinyl grip; wt. 14 oz. Cat #PICKPT               Price $ 49.00

U-Dig-It Shovel
high quality, stainless steel, folding shovel with vinyl case.
Cat #SHOVELU             Price $28.00

Loupe, 10x
High quality refraction (doesn't distort), fold-out magnifier with large 
23mm diameter lens in chromed metal holder.
Cat #LOUPE10X            Price $20.00

Loupe, 15x/20x

Double magnifiers, 15mm and 7mm diameter lens
Cat #LOUPE15X20X      Price $28.00

60x-120x Magnifier
A 60-120X microscope that is lightweight and portable.
    60X–120X magnification
    Lightweight
    Fits easily in a pocket
    Built-in LED for a bright, clear image
Cat #MAGNIFI60    Price $39.00

Sluice Boxes

Keene Engineering sluice boxes feature newest matting 
material to  capture fine gold.

36"Lx10”Wx4½”H Cat #SLUICE36 Price $158.00 
51"Lx10”wX4½”H Cat #SLUICE51 Price $178.00

Miners Moss
Perfect for catching the gold in your dredge or sluice. 
This is top quality, 36" wide.Gray
1'x3'           Cat #MINERSMOSS1 Price $  32.50 
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Aprons

Chemical Resistant Apron
Sturdy bib type apron made of lightweight white
sheeting with an outside coating of acid and
alkali resistant rubber.  Size 29"x35"
Cat #APRONCHEM   Price $19.80

Economy Chemical Resistant Apron
Bib type apron made from vinyl, no lining. Still great 
for lab work. Cat #APRONCHEMECONO    Price $ 9.50

Furnace Apron, with 19 oz aluminum front
15 oz. of aluminum protects you even more from the furnace heat. 
Cat#APRONAL20        Price $109.00

Protective Sleeve
Flame Retardant, 100% Treated Cotton Material 18" long.  Wear with 
glove to help protect your arm from the heat when reaching into the fur-
nace. Unlined pair.  Cat #PROSLEEVE  Price $22.90

18” Sleeve with Thumb hole - 100 % Kevlar Double-weight knitted. Single sleeve.
Cat#PROSLEEVEKEV Price $9.50

Assay Gloves
These gloves are made of a Kevlar blend, which is a non-
asbestos material used in the space industry for heat 
resistance.  All are lined.  Aluminum topside adds 
additional protection from the heat.

Cuff  length 10.5" Cat #GLOVES10.5     $81.00 
Elbow length 17.5" Cat #GLOVES17.5     $92.00 
Aluminum top, 14" Cat #GLOVESALUM  $94.10

Chemical Gloves
Nitrile Latex gloves offer superior resistance to
abrasions, cuts & punctures, durable but flexible enough
for delicate work.  Flock lining gives extra comfort &
absorbs perspiration.  Green.
Specify size (8, 9. 10) when ordering.
Cat #GLOVESC       Price $7.50

Safety Equipment

More clothing
available!

Don’t see what you need??
Just ask!!

Safety items available
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Facegear

Protective Chemical Goggles - Indirect ventilation at top and sides 
provides cool comfort while avoiding entry of chemical splash.  Very flexible 
sides for comfort.       Cat #PROGOGGLE  Price $11.25
Protective Glasses - Lightweight molded plastic, transparent, integrated
top and side shields. Can use over regular glasses.  Remember, slag spatters 
as it cools, so protect your eyes!    Cat #PROGLASSES              Price $5.95

Protective Shield - Complete headgear and face shield visor.  Folds flat and
assembles quickly.  Use for protection from splash, spray and flying particles. 
Cat #PROSHIELD        Price $33.00 

Protective Masks

Protective Mask - Acid Gas Respirator, disposable
Approved for acid gases; hydrogen chloride and sulfur dioxide gases up
to 50ppm and chlorine gas up to 5 ppm.

Cat #PROACIDMASK                   Price $54.00

Protective Dust & Particle Mask with Valve, disposable
NIOSH approved for dust and mist.  Exhale valve lets wearer breathe out 
easily.  Contoured for a perfect fit.  Crush-resistant poly mesh outer shall.  
Won't absorb water or collapse.

hypoallergenic silicone

Cat #PRODUSTMASK Price $5.95

Protective Half-Mask Lightweight Facepiece - Soft
rubber provides comfortable fit and assures proper face seal for various facial shapes and sizes.
Low profile design allows mask to be worn under welding helmet, face shield.  Minimal replacement parts; 
easy cleaning and maintenance. Specify size (s m l)
Cat #PROMASK                  Price $68.65

Cartridges - pack of 2 (for above mask) sold separately Acid 
Gases Cat #PROCARTACID    Price $ 34.90
Organic Vapors, Acid gases & highly toxic particulate,
high efficiency   Cat #PROCARTORG   Price $ 49.00
Dust Mist (PK OF 4)    Cat #PROCARTDUST        Price $ 38.90 
Mercury vapors Cat #PROCARTMERC  Price $ 66.80
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Easily separate materials by
specific gravity with our Tables

● Sampling
● Lab work
● Clean up
● Production

Since 1979, shipping internationally

See our ad on page 46!



 

315 E. Railroad Ave.
PO Box 807
Plains, Montana 59859 U.S.A. 
Phone: (406) 826-9330
E-mails: sales@actionmining.com

(USA & international general
information)

actionmining@bigpond.com (Australia,
Philippines, Vietnam, Indonesia,
Ghana sales) (61) 429 822 954

Web sites: www.actionmining.com (USA website)

PRICING
Our prices are good at the time we print our catalog.  All prices are
subject to change without notice.  Not responsible for printing errors. We
will be happy to provide a 10-day or 30-day quote.

RETURNS & EXCHANGES

All returns must be received within 15 days
of invoicing, unused and in original
packaging (STRICTLY ENFORCED).
Return items are subject to a 20%
restocking fee with freight being Customer's resp
onsibility.  Chemicals cannot be returned. Books may be returned for in-
store credit only. We value your business and would like every customer
to be satisfied with each purchase.  Some manufacturers require that
their products be returned directly to them.  No return parcels will be
accepted freight collect or COD.  Merchandise that is received damaged,
or lost merchandise must be reported to us within 3 days. Electronic
equipment must be returned to the manufacturer for repair or
replacement.

ONLINE ORDERING
You now have the option of securely ordering books and
supplies online by visiting our website
www.actionmining.com.  Not everything is available online,
so please call if you can’t find it.  You are welcome to search our
site, e-mail questions, request price quotes, and place orders. Our web 
site is updated regularly, our Frequently Asked Questions with technical 
tips, catalogs and more.

INTERNATIONAL ORDERS
We welcome business from around the world and will do everything 
possible to provide you with prompt, expert service and the best method 
of shipment, air or by sea, as you request.  You may order by e-mail or 
fax or phone.  All international orders must be prepaid in U.S. currency. 
Send bank draft money order, or VISA, Mastercard, Discover or 
American Express numbers with expiration date and CCV code.  Bank 
Wire transfers are also accepted.  Freight charges for international 
shipments are dependent upon dimensions and weight of the 
package(s), shipped by UPS, Federal Express or DHL. (Parcel Post 
shipments at customer’s risk.) All expenses will be listed on the invoice 
enclosed with the order.  Please call our Shipping Dept. or e-mail for 
further assistance.

SPECIAL ORDERS and/or CUSTOM ORDERS
Our practice, like that of many companies, is to request a deposit of 50%
of the total sale.  Balance paid before shipment. On all “special orders 
and/or custom orders” sales are final. No cancellations - refunds or 
exchanges. No deposits will be returned.

CONTACT US:
Placing orders:  

Will call orders:

800 624-1511 
Tuesday - Friday  9AM-3PM or online at 
www.actionmining.com

Please call for pick up time 406 826-9330  
Tuesday - Friday  9AM-3PM

Support on our products: techsupport@actionmining.com

Shipping department: 

International sales: 

Phone: 406 826-9330 
Hours: Tuesday - Friday  9AM-3PM

sales@actionmining.com 
jessica@actionmining.com

Celebrating 44 years in business!

As a company in business since 1979, we
appreciate the interest from our new customers and
also customers who have been with us since day
one. We strive for customer satisfaction by shipping
promptly, and following up on special requests.

We do our best to build equipment that is
safer for the personnel using them and the
environment.

We recycle packing material wherever
possible and practice safety in the workplace.

To keep spam out of the environment, we
only mail/email catalogs or flyers to those who
request them, but please feel free to ask for them -
there is no charge - or go online for even faster
information!

Sincerely,
AMS

™®

Wild Horse Plains, Montana
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$6.00

Legal restrictions prohibit the return of chemicals under any
circumstances. All other new merchandise may be returned for
credit or refund. Call for a return authorization number. Items
returned must be in new condition, accompanied by sales
receipt, and returned within 15 days from purchase date.
Special order items are non-cancellable/non-returnable.
Payment options:   Visa, Mastercard, Discover, American
Express, Check or Money Order, Paypal or bank wire. ALL
PERSONAL CHECKS MUST BE GUARANTEED WITH
A CREDIT CARD ON FILE. All charges are in U.S. dollars.

Cat# Description Qty Unit Price Total

Subtotal
Shipping (call for total)
Total (US dollars only)

Date:_____________   Day phone:___________________

Name:__________________________ Evening phone:________________

Address:___________________________________

__________________________________________

MC/Visa/Amex Acct_________________________________ exp date_________

Authorized signature:_________________________________CCV code________

Order Form
Mail to: 45441 SE Pagh Rd

Plains, MT 59859

Be aware: Mining equipment, like all equipment, contains haz-
ards and dangers and is sold only to those who are willing to
take complete responsibility for their own safety.

All customers are required to have a  Release of
Responsibility form signed and on file with AMS before or-
ders can be shipped. E-signing is fast and easy and will expe-
dite your order!

All orders are shipped within 48 business hours
on in-stock items fastest way by ground (usual-
ly UPS) unless requested otherwise.
Additional charges:

Ltd Qty fee: $5.00 per package 
PAIL fee: $20.00 per package 
Double packing fee: $25.00 per pkg

International orders are shipped UPS or DHL, for insur-
ance and tracking purposes. Air mail or pacel post at cus-
tomer risk only!

PO Box 807

For ordering & pricing:

800 624-1511
Customer service/shipping/lab:

406 826-9330
General email:

sales@actionmining.com
Technical support:

techsupport@actionmining.com

™®
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Environmentally Safer to Use:

•No chemicals needed
•Uses recycled water
•Recovers float material
• No waste disposal costs

•Safer for employees to operate
•Actually recovers mercury from ores & tailing piles

How It Works: The pictures show the results of the wave theory of the table.
Separating by specific gravity, the sand forms in drifts directly under the standing
wave of water. Even light blond sand forms drifts, not washing away.

Due to the Standing Wave principle, the heaviest particles remain through the low motion area of the
Standing Wave. The wave itself moves; the water directly beneath the wave tends to stand still. The further from
the top of the wave, the less motion is in the water. Thus, the heavier the particle the deeper it will ride and the
less motion it will see. The “Riffle weir bar”  assists in dropping ‘float gold’ to the table surface, enabling a faster
production run without fear of losing gold or other metals that normally would be lost on most tables.

In view of the fact that the table top moves back and forth, the micron particles of heavy material (gold,
PGMs, scheelite, copper, zinc oxide, etc.) sink to the bottom under the wave. The finer particles (-600 mesh and
smaller) drop into a Skin Effect area. That area is directly against the skin of the table top. The water in this area
does not move with the flowing water but rather sits almost still. The motion of the table causes this “Skin
Effect” water to move in the opposite direction of the flow.

 Thus the fine gold or heavy material moves ‘up’ the table and falls into the concentrate trough. The gold
and/or concentrates can then be washed automatically into a concentrate bucket or a security safe, or vacuumed

off the table.  Ore should be classified according to size for efficient results.

Micron Mill Wave Table  Model M7/8/9
Price $15,295.00*  

* Free shipping within the USA!
M7 110V 60C, IP55
M8 220V, 50C, IP55
M9 220V, 60C, IP55
Catalog & spec sheet available. Call for a quote! 

While having the capability of acting as a production
table for a smaller mill or pilot operation, the M7 can
be used as a Finish Table producing a very high grade
concentrate of precious metals; or even used in a lab
for small samples without loss in efficiency. Gold will separate at a high percentage from black sands - which is
a statement unheard of in mechanical separation considering the specific gravity of black sands and gold are so
close in proximity!

Run 20-2000 pounds of head ore material per hour, depending on the material with recovery of particles ranging
between 10 mesh and microscopic; recovery of gold from classified black sand ranges from 80% to 99%; recovery
of gold from small batches of classified black sands ranges from 92% to 99%.

Water requirements are 5 to 12 GPM, with 2 adjustable water spray bars; power 1/2 HP 50/60C class F motor,
IP55, 110/220V depending on customer requirements; steel frame construction is finished yellow with high
corrosion-resistant baked-on, powder coat epoxy paint; table top and hopper are constructed of fiberglass gel-
coated in finish blue to easily gravity feed from a slurry tank, trommel, chute, pipe, etc.; adjustable table top tilt &
“bump”; equipped with variable speed control unit.

Action Mining Services Inc.  Copyright © 2024  All rights reserved www.actionmining.com

315 E. Railroad Ave.
Plains, MT 59859 USA
Tel: 406.826.9330

Gold moves up and light
sands form below

M7 Wave Table
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Amalgamation.................................................................................................................................................. 24-25
Aprons................................................................................................................................................................... 42
Assay Kit................................................................................................................................................................. 8
Assay Manual........................................................................................................................................................ 26
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Beaker Tongs........................................................................................................................................................ 21
Beakers................................................................................................................................................................. 21
Beginners Fire Assay Kit......................................................................................................................... back cover
Bio-Detox............................................................................................................................................................... 43
Books..................................................................................................................................................................... 26
Bottle Roll Tester................................................................................................................................................... 24
Bottles.................................................................................................................................................................... 20
Bricks..................................................................................................................................................................... 11
Buchner Funnels................................................................................................................................................... 22
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Catalytic converter material................................................................................................................................... 37
Cement................................................................................................................................................................... 10
Charts..................................................................................................................................................................... 15
Chemicals............................................................................................................................................................... 32
CLS........................................................................................................................................................................ .35
CLS Leaching Manual........................................................................................................................................... 36
Comparators........................................................................................................................................................... 15
Crayon................................................................................................................................................................... 18
Crucibles................................................................................................................................................................ 13
Cupelling................................................................................................................................................................ 13

D
Discovering Overlooked Fortunes......................................................................................................................... 26
Dropper Bottle....................................................................................................................................................... 20
Dust & Particle Mask............................................................................................................................................ 43
DVD................................................................................................................................................................... 30,37

E
Elements................................................................................................................................................................ 11
Encyclopedia......................................................................................................................................................... 28
Evaporating Dish.....................................................................................................................................................15

F
Face gear.............................................................................................................................................................. 43
Filter Material......................................................................................................................................................... 36
Filter Papers.......................................................................................................................................................... 23
Fire Assay Home Study Course........................................................................................................................... 26
Fire assay instructions............................................................................................................................................. 7
Fire Assaying.................................................................................................................................................. 26, 30
Fire bricks............................................................................................................................................................... 11
Flasks.................................................................................................................................................................... 22
Floors...................................................................................................................................................................... 11
Fluxes..................................................................................................................................................................... 12
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Carbon rods................................................................................................................................... ...................25,36



    

Funnels.................................................................................................................................................................. 22
Furnaces, electric................................................................................................................................................... .9
Furnaces, propane...................................................................................................................................................9

G
Geochemical.....................................................................................................................................................26, 38
Geochemical Meter............................................................................................................................................38-39
Geochemical Prospecting..................................................................................................................................... 39
Glasses.................................................................................................................................................................. 43
Glassware.............................................................................................................................................................. 21
Gloves................................................................................................................................................................... 42
Goggles................................................................................................................................................................. 43
Graduated Cylinder............................................................................................................................................... 21

H
Hammer................................................................................................................................................................. 41
Heating elements.................................................................................................................................................. 11
Hose...................................................................................................................................................................... 23
Hot Plate w/Stirrer................................................................................................................................................. 18
How To Smelt Your Gold and Silver.................................................................................................................... 27

I
Impact mills........................................................................................................................................................... 50
Instructions, fire assay............................................................................................................................................ 7
Insulators............................................................................................................................................................... 11

L
LaRune's ROCKPECKER Notes.......................................................................................................................... 27
Leaching supplies.............................................................................................................................................34-37
Loupe..................................................................................................................................................................... 41

M

M7,8,9................................................................................................................................................................. ..1-6
Magnet................................................................................................................................................................... 41
Masks.................................................................................................................................................................... 43
MCCs..................................................................................................................................................................... 25
Mercury Charging Unit.......................................................................................................................................... 25
Metallurgy Of Gold................................................................................................................................................ 27
Meter.............................................................................................................................................................34,38-39
Micron Mill Wave Table...................................................................................................................................... ..1-6
Microscope............................................................................................................................................................ 20
Miners Moss.......................................................................................................................................................... 41
Modern Mercury Amalgamation Manual & Plans................................................................................................. 24
Molds, ingot.......................................................................................................................................................18,19
Mortars & Pestles.................................................................................................................................................. 18

N
Nitrate Leaching.................................................................................................................................................... 28

O
Ore Bags............................................................................................................................................................... 41
ORP/pH................................................................................................................................................................. 34

P
Pans................................................................................................................................................................ 19, 40
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pH Buffer Capsules................................................................................................................................................34
pH Electronic Meter.............................................................................................................................................. 34
pH Paper............................................................................................................................................................... 34
Pipets..................................................................................................................................................................... 21
Plates..................................................................................................................................................................... 11
platinum............................................................................................................................................................12, 35
Pocket Ref............................................................................................................................................................. 28
Popular Mining...................................................................................................................................................... 28
Porcelain cups....................................................................................................................................................... 15
Porcelain Plate...................................................................................................................................................... 34
Pouring Molds....................................................................................................................................................... 18
Professional Fire Assay Kit..................................................................................................................................... 8
Prospecting............................................................................................................................................................ 40
Prospector Books.................................................................................................................................................. 30
Protective Sleeve.................................................................................................................................................. 42
Pulverizer............................................................................................................................................................... 19
Pumps................................................................................................................................................................... 23
Pyrometer.............................................................................................................................................................. 11
pyrometric cones................................................................................................................................................... 10

Q
Quartz Heaters...................................................................................................................................................... 36

R
Rebuild kits............................................................................................................................................................ 10
Recovery & Refining of Precious Metals.............................................................................................................. 29
Refining Precious Metal Wastes............................................................................................................................29
Ribbed carpet........................................................................................................................................................ 41
Roasting dishes..................................................................................................................................................... 14
Rock Hammer........................................................................................................................................................ 41
Rock Picks............................................................................................................................................................. 41

S
Safety.................................................................................................................................................................... 42
Sample Bottle........................................................................................................................................................ 21

Scales.................................................................................................................................................................... 16
Scorification Assay................................................................................................................................................ 14
Scorification Dishes............................................................................................................................................... 14
Screen................................................................................................................................................................... 19
Screen pans.......................................................................................................................................................... 19
Shield..................................................................................................................................................................... 43
Shovel.................................................................................................................................................................... 41
Sieves.................................................................................................................................................................19,20
Sluice Boxes.......................................................................................................................................................... 41
Snuffer Bottle......................................................................................................................................................... 40
Solution Test Kit.................................................................................................................................................... 34
Stir Bars................................................................................................................................................................. 18
Stirring Rods.......................................................................................................................................................... 21
Stoppers................................................................................................................................................................ 22
Surfactant.............................................................................................................................................................7,38
Switches................................................................................................................................................................ 11
System III...........................................................................................................................................................35,36
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T
Tables.....................................................................................................................................................................1-6
Temperature control............................................................................................................................................... 10

Temperature meter................................................................................................................................................. 39
Test tubes.............................................................................................................................................................. 22
The Sampling & Assay of Precious Metals........................................................................................................... 29
Thermocouple........................................................................................................................................................ 11
Tilt and Pour........................................................................................................................................................... 9
Tongs................................................................................................................................................................11, 21
Torch Assaying...................................................................................................................................................... 29
Triple beam scale................................................................................................................................................... 18
Tweezers............................................................................................................................................................... .20

V
Vacuum Pumps..................................................................................................................................................... 23
Video..................................................................................................................................................................30,37

W
Wash Bottles......................................................................................................................................................... 20
Watch Glasses...................................................................................................................................................... 21
Weighing boats...................................................................................................................................................... 17
Weights.................................................................................................................................................................. 17

Yellow wire..............................................................................................................................................................11

Zinc anode/ball/foil..................................................................................................................................................33

Go to Google Maps for directions to our office from the Missoula 
International airport.  We are just West of Conoco/Town Pump on 
the south side of Hwy 200.

Wild Horse Plains, Montana

315 E. Railroad Ave.

Z

Y
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11" Impact Mill runs wet or dry 
material!

Our micro-grinding impact mill systems are designed to be 
fast, efficient, and long lasting. The 11” bench unit can produce 150 mesh fineness on the first 
pass! 

The mill has 2 outlets for ore removal. These outlets 
allow you to run your ore wet or dry.  For the 11” bench 
unit, the ore bin, with the vacuum bag attached, collects 
the dry ultra-fine powder as it exits through the top 
outlet down through the hose. To run your material wet, 
use the bottom outlet (cap the top outlet).  The 11" Mill 
is designed to create minimal dust leakage 
for environmental air control. All impact mills come 
with carbide tipped hammers for greater wear ability 
and our  -10 mesh metal classifier insert for on-the-
spot screening!

11” Impact Mill,  bench model

Designed to be fast, efficient, and long lasting with car-
bide tipped hammers as standard equipment. 2 outlets 
allowing you to customize running wet or dry material!
Pulverize ½” rocks (maximum ¾”) down to 400 mesh 
material when run dry (with the pulverized material ex-
iting through the top outlet); 100 mesh wet (with the 
pulverized material exiting from the bottom outlet). Fast 
and simple to clean out; increasing your production 
every time you use it! Grind - 80 to 400 mesh  
Automatic screening to -10 mesh. Volume -10 to 100 
pph.

Cat #IMPACTMILL11    $1,770.00* 1HP, 110 VAC, 60Hz 3450 RPM
complete w/ore bin & hose attachments for discharging the pulverized material into a 5-gallon 
cyclone ore bin (when running dry material).

Cat #IMPACTMILL11-50 $2,159.00* 1HP, 220V, 50Hz 
3000 RPM
Complete w/ore bin & hose attachments for discharging 
the pulverized material into a 5-gallon cyclone ore bin 
(when running dry material).

* (price subject to change)

Replacement carbide tipped hammers (set of 2)  
Cat #Impactmill11hammer $128.00

Cat #IMPACTMILL11HEAD  $998.00* head unit only
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Really?

No fear!
You can do it

yourself!

Simply mix your ore with our Premixed Flux in a Crucible. Place it in the Furnace. In an hour, pour the entire 
batch into the Pouring Mold. When it has cooled, break off the lead button that has formed. Place the lead button on a 
Cupel and back into the Furnace. Soon any precious metals present will remain in the form of a small bead. All materials 
and equipment are included in this kit so that you can do your own assays and determine the weight of the bead, without 
other equipment.  Advanced Assay Kits also available - ask for details!

Searching the industry looking for low cost mining laboratory equipment, we are continually testing new items. 
Now the necessary equipment can be purchased for a fraction of the cost of past mining laboratories. Where low cost 
equipment could not be found, we have manufactured the equipment ourselves. Action Mining’s Impact Mill is an 
example of this, selling for a fraction of the cost of similar items that do the same job.

If you are going into mining or if you are in mining, consider putting in your own lab. A small backyard facility can 
prevent the loss of a great deal of time and money. We always answer questions on the phone, and will help with setting 
up your lab. We believe that a miner without a lab is like a hospital without a MRI machine. Neither can really tell what is 
happening without the proper tools.

WARNING: Assay lead fumes are poisonous.
Assay Furnaces must not be used indoors - unless under a ventilated metal hood.

Mail to:

The Original “Beginner's Fire Assay Kit”
Cat #ASSAYKIT1 Price: $3,098.00 (price subject to change)  crating $70.00  Since 1981, 
Action Mining’s Assay Kits have helped many miners with their lab startup. Probably the most 
important factor of success in prospecting and gold recovery mill operation is the number of 
assays completed - you can do up to 6 assays at a time with this popular Kit! 
Flux shipping restrictions - require substitutions for international orders.

KIT  EQUIPMENT
Assay Furnace 9” x 10” x 6.5” 
1 Ore Pulverizer
1 Pouring Mold
1 Furnace Tongs
1 Assay Scale
1 Drying Dish
1 Comparator
1 Mortar & Pestle, 3” cast iron 
1 Assay Gloves
1 Face shield

KIT  SUPPLIES
1 lb. Cupelling Lead Wool
1 lb. Gold ore
2 Fire Bricks
40 lbs. Standard Ore Assay 
Flux 6 lbs. Gold/Silver Bullion 
Flux 8 Crucibles 30 grams
20 Cupels 1.5” MgO
1 Ceramic Crayon
10 weighing boats 3"x3"

www.actionmining.com
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